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More university
presidents likely
to have political
background
•
In BY MICAH MCLAUGHL!N
News Writer
For Boise State high-level ad-
ministrators, political backgrounds
may be more important than edu-
cational backgrounds. -
An article in The Chronicle. of
Higher Educatio~s titled, "The
Nature and Nurture of Presidents,"
a growing number of university
presidents are coming from a non-
academic background.
The article noted that there are
very few candidates for university
presidencies that have both ac&:
demic and political skill. Schools
usually must pick one or the other
depending on their needs.
BSU President Bob Kustra said
also believes this to be the case.
He said that there is a limited trend
among public schools to pick pres"
idents that come from political
backgrounds.
He said he believes that the num-
ber of universities doing this is
small but that the trend is growing.
"There's no doubt that is an in-
creasing tendency on the part of
board to try to find presidents who
have, ifnot,like I have, formal elect-
ed office experience, at least more
. experience in dealing withlegtsla-
tors," Kustra said. He said this is be-
cause it is increasingly difflcultto
gain funding from legislatures.
. According to Kustra, his politi-
cal background gives him familiar-
ity with the legislative system. He
said it also allows him to develop
.relationships with political officials
that are beneficial to the university
in the long run.
"Myten years in the legislature is
like membership in a club, so when
I go to the legislator I'm like a mem-
ber oftheir club," Kustra said.
He said this leads to an under-
standing between him and the leg-
islators that is to the advantage of
the university as it undertakes die
'master plan: . •
According to John Owens, associ-
ate dean for research for the College
of Engineering and former BSUvice
president for research, the State
Board of Education chose Kustra as
BSU'spresident because he has spe~
cific skills and, attributes. Owens
said he believes one attribute that
was particularly important is his
familiarity with legislators. .
Asa former lieutenant governor of
Illinois, as well as former president
See Palitical!page41
BY JESSICA CHRISTENSEN
News Writer
pproximately 550 Boise State students are
expected to attend the fifth winter com-
mencement ceremony Friday Dec. 16 at 10 a.m. in
Taco Bell Arena.
More than 1,000 students have qualified for grad-
uation since last May's commencement, but only
550 will .graduate on Friday. BSU President Bob
Kustra will be officiating this fall's ceremony.
Speech and debate team member Nancy Henke
will be the student speaker during the ceremony.
Henke is earning a bachelor's degree in English,
with a minor in History, and was also named a Pi
Kappa Delta All-American. She plans to travel to
continue her research on Latina/Chicana dramat-
ic literature made possible by a research grant.
The ceremony is open to all- no ticket is needed
for family or guests to attend. Doors open at 9 a.m.
Prior to the ceremony, a pre-cer-
emony event hosted by the BSU
Alumni Association will be held
for graduates and their fami-
lies beginning at 8 a.m. in the
Bronco Gym in the Kinesiology
Building. A professional photog-
rapher will be available for pho-
tos of graduates with classmates
and family. .
Parking is free, and the cer-
emony will include two large
screens broadcasting graduates
accepting degrees for easier
viewing for those seated away
from the stage.
This fall's commence-
ment ceremony marks. BSU's
76th ceremony.
"First and foremost, congratula-
tions and job well done to members of the
December Class of 2005. We applaud' the
graduates for their dedication and deter-
mination in earning their degrees. We ap-
plaud them for their academic accomplish-
ments as well as for the personal growth
they have experienced in this journey," said
Frank Zang, BSU director of communica-
tions and marketing.
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Stacey
Steele
Degree: Communication
"Move down to Salt Lake
to pursue a career In pub-
lic relations. I am think-
Ing also of maybe going to.
graduate school, getting a
Masters In Child Therapy."
Jay Clark
Degree: English, Technical
Communication Emphasis
Katie Rice
Degree: Political Science
"Stay In Boise for five
months and then move
to Boulder, colo., and
take part in Horizon
International, which Is .
a Christian training pro- '"
gram about Islam, helping
Christians talk
to Muslims."
"Keeping my job for a little
while so I can payoff some
ofmy debts. In my spare
time I'd like to build Web
sites for local businesses.
After that, I'm not sure,
but I'd really love to go
back to Central Asia and
live there for a while."
PHOTOBY ffilJlAE sWANBIIMHE ARBITER
Families celebrate the season with 'Holidays Around the World'
had Iace painting and snowflake making, groups, and providing opportunities to all
dream catchers were made at the Intertribal for action and ·ht'teraction.·
Native Council booth, and karaoke for the They focus on education in the areas of ~
entire family was also offered. identity development; issues .of power and ~
The event was held from 10 a.m. to 2 privilege, s6cialjustice;and internalized· I.':'
p.m. and guests were also treated to a visit oppression and .promote '.anenviionment. . .
with Santa. where people with different vltlues and be-
According to the Cultural Center Web Hefsaret~eatedWithrespect and dignity. ~
site, the Cultural Centeris committed to ·W~,1:lavesuchamwti,-cultural commu- ~
raising awareness and understanding mar-nity.We host these events so kids can see, fl· ..
glnalized and oppressed groups in both that!lle~e ~ar~diff!irenrways to celebrate .... i!
minority and ~ominant. culture; creating, the:ho~ldays,wsaldCl1ltural Center coordlc' SBI1tav1sltedthB·BSijCU1ttij.!af'·'~?:
understanding about the needs of these ;,nat(jr}\o Parker.::' Center's cel~1:J~at1o~!m,?~tU~~y:,::/
'~~-:_'"'i~; '< ~,:<::':,;:-.;;.:,1:.:i\:.,\; \J,:\~~~:~5,,)':~':;,'l){l!J:\<T,):~;'~:~~J\
holiday traditions through performances, .
craft projects, games, and refreshments.
Some of the performances included
dancers of HUi'O-Aloha, singers Rochelle
Smith and Becca George, dancers from
Ballet Folklorico Mexico Lindo, and per-
formers from Dragon Bushido Dojo.
Various booths wen; also set up around
the Jordan Ballroom with different activi-
ties for guests to participate in.
The Bilingual Education Student
Organization had coloring.. for kids,
National Model United Nations of Boise
BY RYAN MORTENSEN
News Writer
The Cultural Center at Boise State
University invited the Boise community
and the public to take part in "Holidays
Around the World,· an event that took place
Saturday in the Jordan Ballroom of the
Student Union Building at BSU. The event
recognized different holiday traditions
practiced by various cultures.
During the event, participants were ex"
posed to a wide range of multi-cultural
world
Drug gangs' violence
is ,stretching along
the border
DEL RIO, Texas - Val Verde County
Sheriff DWayne Jernigan has dealt
with smugglers and drug gangs for de-
cades, both as sheriff and as a customs
agent.
But inrhe last year, the risks of drug-
fueled terrorism have raised the stakes
to scary levels. Rifles and handguns
have been replaced by rocket-pro-
pelled grenades, or RPGs, and high-
caliber machine guns.
"Now the bad guys have more so-
phisticated training and better equip-
ment," Jernigan said. "They're better
armed and willing to shoot."
InNovember, Border Patrol officials
reported that assaults against agents
all along the border nearly doubled
from the previous year.
Law enforcement officials in coun-
ties up and down Texas' 1,200-mile
border with Mexico are coping with
issues of national security, increased
illegal immigration, and a growing
fear that the drug cartels are moving
upriver and just across the border from
here. .
Val Verde County, a stony outcrop
of sheep and goat ranches and sharply
etched limestone canyons, rests along
the Rio Grande 150 miles west of San
Antonio .
It's biggest city" Del Rio, and its
Mexican neighbor, Ciudad Acuna,
have missed the explosion of drug vio-
lence that has enmeshed Laredo and
Nuevo Laredo 180miles downriver.
But law enforcement officials know
it's coming. They've seen the signs.
"We're in a time of transition," said
Chief Deputy Terry Simons. "Our con-
cerns are just how strongly the cartels'
, fear of influence will extend through
this county." .
Federal investigators have blamed
the increasing level of violence along
the border on the bloody turf battle be-
tween three violent cartels, leaving 150
dead.
BElTER INGREDIENTS
BElTER PIZZA
1323 BROADWAY AVENUE
367-9200
., ASK FOR BSU SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR
BOISE STUDENTS AND FACULTY
$5.99 LARGE '-TOPPING PIZZA
DELIVERED ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS
OR CARRYOUT WITH BSU 10.
national .
.Pentagon plans to
have 'feWer, soldiers in,
Iraq after elections
WASHINGTON - The Peritagon
plans to reduce troop levels in Iraq to
137,000 after the iraqi election Dec.W
andmaycancel the lleploymentoftwo
Army brigades if security conditions
permit in the coming weeks, defense
officials said Thursday.
U.S. troop strength in Iraq Is cur-
rently at 155,000.Areduction to 137,000
would take force levels down to where
they were about a month ago, before
the Pentagon increased them for great-
er security in the period around the
election.
Officials said Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld hadn't signed
off on a plan to draw down U.S. forc-
es. They noted that the military has
all kinds of plans, Including some for
sending in more troops if security con-
ditions "Worsen.
A defense official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity because he
isn't authorized to speak publicly until
a decision is made, said the plan being
discussed would leave the 2nd Brigade,
1st Armored Division, in Kuwait, in-
stead of sending it to Iraq at the end of
December. Part of the brigade could
return to its base in Germany, while
others would remain In Kuwait as a
"quick-reaction force" in case fighting
in Iraq worsened.
In addition, thedeployrnentofthe 1st
Brigade, 1st Infantry Division, based at
Fort Riley, Kan., would be canceled, the
official said. However, smaller teams of
12 to 24 soldiers each would be sent to
Iraq and embedded as trainers within
Iraqi army battalions.
Other officials also indicated that the
two brigades, which would total about
7,000 soldiers, might not be needed in
.Iraq.
After meeting Thursday with rnem-
. bers of Congress on Capitol Hill,
Rumsfeld said that any decision would
be determined by what happened after
the election. While he said he expected
troop ~to return to 137,000, he
added!that "if cOnditions permit, we
can go belowthat,"
local/bsu
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'1daho Mini.M"
SChool' focuses on the
digestive system
"The Gut: New Insights Into a
Neglected Organ" Is the topic of the
fourth annual Idaho Miili Medical
School, a series of five evening pro-
grams in January and February geared
toward the general public. Boise State
Universityis a primary sponsor for the
community serviceprogram.
The series, which will provide up-
to-date In(ormation on all aspects of
the digestive system from basic anat-
omy to specific functions of each or-
gan, is presented by the University of
Washington School of Medicine, in
conjunction with the WWAMI (Idaho)
Office for Clinical Medical Education
and the first-year WWAMI medical
student program.
The series alms to bringunderstand-
ingofmedicallssues to the general pub-
lic and to individuals interested In pur-
suing health-care careers. (WWAMI
is the Washington, Wyoming, Alaska,
Montana and Idaho medical school
program coordinated by the University
ofWashington.)
Registration is $35 and the dead-
line for registration is Jan. 20. The
Idaho Mini Medical School program
will be held on five consecutive weeks
from 7-9 p.m. at St. Luke's Regional
Medical Center's Anderson Center:
Jan. 25, Feb. 2, 9, 16, and 22. Register at
callstlukes@slrmc.org: Include your
name (firSt and last), date of birth,
mailing address, daytime phone and
e-mail. Scholarships are available.
Each session will open with a short
presentation by an Idaho WWAMI
medical student describing medical
school training.
Thpics will then be presented by
University of Washington School
of Medicine physician faculty, area
health professionals and professors
from University of Idaho, Boise State
University and Idaho State University.
Weekly topics will include: anatomy
and physiology; esophagus and stom-
ach; smal1 intestine; pancreas and liv-
er; and large intestine. A new segment
to the program, titled "What's New,"
will highlight the latest research on
each topic.
what the? ,
Don't you guys
know anyone
who is sober?
Police in Melbourne, Australia,
pulled over a drunk driver whose
blood-alcohol level was twice the legal
limit.
After the guy was arrested, a friend
who was with him attempted to drive
the car home, but the cops stopped him
minutes later, and found thathe had an
even higher blood-alcohol level.
When they got to the police station,
one of them called his girlfriend to pick
them up.
On the way there, she was also ar-
rested for drunk driving.
Watch where you
point that thing
A man, armed with what everyone
thought was a gun, robbed a bar in
Chicago, but tripped and fell on the
way out and was apprehended by pa-
trons. 'Iurns out, the "gun" was actu-
ally a ham sandwich molded into the
shapeof'agun,
Try moving back
one-step
A 23-year-old man, standing next to
the tracks at the Poughkeepsie,N.Y.,
station, was hit in the head by a train as
it pulled in.
Three years earlier, the same man
was waiting at a Manhattan subway
station, when a subway train hit him in
the head.
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BSUArt department puts on 'Clay and Fire' .~~
pottery fundraiser despite difficulties E~
::=
we fill the art gallery and I'm as;::
sumlng we'll do It again." • ::
The "Clay and Fire" exhlbltio;::
and sale Is slated for Dec.lO-121n:::
the Liberal Arts Building, GalleIj::
1. Works of functional and sculp;:,
tural ceramics created by student; ..'
faculty, alumni, and regional' ::
artists will be available for sale~::
Admission Is free and the hourr::
are from 10a.m, to 5 p.m. <'
Part of the proceeds will funJ ~
the Visiting Artist Program In::.·
Ceramics at BSU,a program whlch<~
brings world-class ceramic artistS.::
to campus to teach students ana: ''::
community members. : ..
The visiting artist thi&:.'
spring is California sculptor;::
David Furman. ::;:
Clickers in hand,
Unlversity ofMlssourl-
Kansas City students
Rebecca Harrls of
Kansas City and Cody;'
Evans of Independence
responded to a
question during a
recent sesslon of thelr
Arts and Sdancas
100 class,
PH011J COUR!ESY ,IINIOHT RIDDER TRIBUNE
BY GINNY EGGL.ESTON not allowed to' do that," Taylor
said. Additionally, the university
has done away with a free univer-
sity phone-loop advertising ser-
vice, making It difficult for the Art
Department to get the word out.
Taylor said replacing old means
of advertising with new is not fea-
sible because of the high cost.
In recent semesters, parking for
show patrons has also become a
problem. "[Patrons] used to get
free parklng ...but now Ifwe want
parking it costs $50 a day. Itwould
be nice If the university were more
supportive ...we are doing all the
rest of It, it seems that [the univer-
sity] could chip in."
Despite difficulties, Taylor is
expecting a good show. "Usually
NewsWriter
Boise State's Art Department Is
putting on its annual "Clay and
Fire" pottery fundraiser Dec. 10-
12.lt has been a semiannual event
for the last 30 years, but recently
the department has had a difficult
time promoting it.
Ceramics professor Ron Taylor
has been involved with the
Clay and Fire exhibition since
the beginning.
Taylor said In the past the uni-
versity has offered more venues
for advertisement.
"We used to put up banners by
the Hemingway Center and the
Old Campus School, now we're
'Clickers' can make even
tongue-tied students speak up
BY H~R~ ROSE
WIL.L.I~HS
Knight Ridder Newspapers
KANSASCITY,Mo. - The ques-
tion on the big white screen is a
controversial one: Should a physi-
cian who assists a patient in suicide
be convicted of murder?
Everyone in this freshman
seminar class at the University of
Missouri-Kansas City is expected
to respond to the question, even
the shy students who don't want to
share their positions with the class.
But there is no show of hands.
Instead, students just push a butto~
on handheld remote controls they
call "clickers," and their opinions
are immediately and anonymously
counted.
A green graph indicating the
percentage for and against convic-
tion pops up on the screen. Just as
the teacher intended, a discussion
about those results ensues.
"I love this system," said Andrea
Gounev, director of academic ad-
vising for UMKC's College of Arts
& Sciences. Gounev teaches the
freshman seminar for students with
an interest In health care, and she
began using the audience response
system this school year.
"I can ask any controversial ques-
tion, and students don't have to be
afraid to voice their opinion," she
said. '
Audience response systems such
as those at UMKCare being used in
elementary, middle and high school
classrooms.
But in the last fiveyears, they also
have become the hottest teaching
tool in college lecture halls for glv-
ing quizzes, taking attendance and
encouraging classroom discussion.
Gounev's husband, Todor K.
Gounev, an assistant professor of
chemistry, was the first to try the
system at UMKC two years ago.
NowGounev is planning a training
session on the technology for other
UMKCinstructors.
All four campuses in the
University of Missouri system,
the University of Kansas, Kansas
State University and Rockhurst
University are among area institu-
tions that use the technology .
The technology has gained
so much popularity this year on
Kansas and Missouri campuses
that schools are loading the soft-
ware into their campus computer
networks.
The idea is to make sure all pro-
fessors use the same system so that
students don't have to buy or rent a
different clicker for each class. Each
clicker costs $50 or more but can be
rented for about $15for each class.
Several companies offer this tech-
nology, but Turning Technologies
LLC of Youngstown, Ohio, and
elnstruction Corp. of Denton,
Texas, which makes the Classroom
Performance System, are the ven-
dors used by most major area uni-
versities.
CPS is the nation's largest audi-
ence response provider to public
schools, colleges and universi-
ties, according to officials at the
McGraw-Hill Cos., a leading sup-
plier of educational materials. The
..CPS is being used in 50 states and
20 countries, with more than a mil-
lion ofthe handheld gadgets In ser-
vice.
"We had been working 'on this
technology since the late '80s," said
Darren Ward, vice president ofbusi-
ness development for elnstruction.
The first users -were public
school teachers nearly 10years ago.
Computers in every classroom at
most schools and the availability of
huge projection screens made the
clicker technology a natural next
step.
But in those first years, the click-
ers only used infrared beams to ac-
tivate answers.
Warren said that technology,
which required a point-and-cllck
motion, worked fine in a classroom
of 10to 20 students, but not in lec-
ture halls with hundreds of stu-
dents.
In 2000, "we came out with a
higher-performance radio frequen-
cy device that with the push of a
button responds within seconds,"
Warren said.
That advancement made the
technology more appealing to col-
leges and universities, so use there
exploded. CPS had only three col-
leges using the clickers in 2002;
now 800 higher education institu-
tions are clients.
"The hardware is,minimal," said
Susan Zvacek, KU's director of in-
structional development and sup-
port. Teachers don't even need to
carry a laptop computer.
"All our large lecture halls have
been equipped with a receiver, and
the software has been loaded on the
computer there. So all the teacher
has to do is show up, sign in and
they're ready to go. Students just
have to bring their transmitters:'
The clicker weighs a few ounces
and resembles the keypad of a TV
remote control, Zvacek said.
"Except the classroom clicker
probably has fewer buttons," she
said.
"The goal is for students to be
more involved:'
It works. With the clicker, stu-
dents cannot hide in the back of a
large lecture hall. All students have
a number, and every time they re-
spond to a question, their numbers,
are registered and stored for the
professor to view later.
The professor can determine how
many students didn't understand
the lecture and then, if needed, re-
view the material again in another
class period.
. Z(oaceksaid that one of the beau-
ties of the clicker system is that you
don't have to expose a student's ig-
norance. When a teacher asks who
doesn't understand, few students
will raise their hands to admit they
don't know something, she said.
"With this, you can go back and
look at the responses to questions
and see who doesn't know what and
you don't have to wait until the stu-
dent does poorly on an exam."
Today's students, who are used to
everything being a click or button
push away, have adapted quickly to
the new gadget.
Jennifer Walden, an 18-year-old
UMKC freshman from St. Louis,
paid $60 to use the clicker through
.college. She uses it in three classes.
"It beats pen and paper," Walden
said, dropping her clicker in her
backpack and zipping it shut.
"It makes you pay more atten-
tion because participation is part
ofyour grade."
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B Monkeys show gender differences in toy
.~ .preferences like .humans, research finds ..
~ BY ROBERT S. B~YD
~ Knight Ridder Tribune
~
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WASHINGTON- Just like human
boys and girls, male monkeys like
to play with toy cars while female
monkeys prefer dolls, a research
project has shown.
This intriguing discovery is one
of many signs of deep-rooted be-
havioral differences between the
sexes that scientists are exploring
with the latest tools of genetics and
neuroscience.
Researchers report significant
differences in the structure and
functioning of male and female
brains, in humans and in animals,
that show up in different behav-
iors.
The differences apparently date
far back in evolutionary history to
the time before humans and mon-
keys separated from their common
ancestor some 25 million years ago,
according to Gerianne Alexander,
a psychologist at Texas A&M
University in College Station, who
led the monkey experiment.
"Human evolution has created
two different types of brains de-
signed for equally intelligent be-
havior," Richard Haler, a neurosci-
entist at the University ofCalifornia
in Irvine, wrote in the journal
Neurolmage.
In the monkey experiment, re-
searchers put a variety of toys in
front of 44 male and 44 female ver-
vets, a breed of small African mon-
keys, and measured the amount of
time they spent with each object.
Like little boys, some male mon-
keys moved a toy car along the
ground. Like little girls, female
monkeys closely inspected a doll's
bottom. Males also played with
ALBERTSONS LIBRARY
1 st FLOOR ONLY
Open continuously during
FINALS WEEK
Starting at 10am, Sunday, December 11
through 6pm, Thursday, December 15
Coffee provided by Student Activities
A Boise Police Officer will be on duty in the Library all night
balls while females fancied cooking
pots.' Both were equally interested
in neutral objects such as a picture
book and a stuffed dog.
People used to think that boys
and girls played differently because
of the way they were brought up.
Now scientists such as Alexander
say a creature's genetic inheritance
also plays an important role.
"Vervet monkeys, like human
beings, show sex differences In toy
preferences," Alexander wrote in
the journal Evolution and Human
Behavior. "Sex-related object pref-
erence appeared early in human
evolution," she said.
Alexander speculated_that fe-
males of both species prefer dolls
because evolution programmed
them to care for infants. Males
may have evolved toy preferences
that involve throwing and moving,
skills useful for hunting and find-
ing a mate.
Besides observing behavior from
the outside, scientists are using the
latest brain-scanning techniques to
examine what happens inside peo-
ple's heads when they're thinking
or acting.
PET (positron emission tomog-
raphy) and fMRI (functional mag-
netic resonance imagery) scans
light up in regions of the brain that
are most active while performing
certain tasks. They've become a key
tool of modern brain research.
Many studies have shown, that
men tend to be better at mathemat-
ics and spatial reasoning while
women outdo men in verbal and
language skills.
For example, in a computerized
maze-searching experiment, it took
females five minutes longer than
males to find their way to a goal,
according to Scott Mowatt, a psy-
chologist at Wayne State University
in Detroit.
But women outperformed men
in a test of verbal fluency conduct-
ed by Wei-li Chang and colleagues
at the National Institute of Mental
Health in Bethesda, Md. .
Haier,theUniversityofCalifornia-
Irvine neuroscientist, reported a
striking difference in the structure
of male and female brains. Men, he
said, have much more gray matter
in areas dedicated to general intel-
ligence. Women, on the other hand,
have far more white matter in those
areas. Gray matter consists of the
clusters of brain cells, or neurons,
that process information. White
matter refers to the network of spe-
cialized cells that support and con-
nect the processing centers. Both
are necessary for intelligence.
"Men and women apparently
achieve similar IQ results with dif-
ferent brain regions," Haier said.
"Many perceptive incongruities
are rooted in the brain's structural
.and functional organization," said
Allan Reiss, a neuroscientist at the
Stanford School ofMedicine in Palo
Alto, Calif., who contrasted men's
and women's reactions to cartoons
and jokes.
PH011l BY COURTESY IINIGHT mOOER TRIBUNE
A male vervet monkey plays with a toy car during an
experiment conducted by Gerrianne Alexander, a psychologist
at Texas A&MUniversity in College Station, Texas.
Brain images showed that the
language center on the left side of
the brain lit up more in women than
in men. This may explain why men
appreciate one-liners and slapstick,
while women tend to enjoy more
complicated stories and funny situ-
ations, Reiss said.
"The long trip to Mars or Venus
. is hardly necessary to see that
men and women often perceive
the world differently," he wrote in
the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.
Political [from page 11
of the Eastern Kentucky University,
Kustra has experience in two vital
areas of campus administration at
public universities as well as teach-
ing experience as a professor ofpo-
litical science.
Public and private universities
have a distinct difference. One is
run by the state and the other is
not. Campus administrators at
public schools, like Kustra at BSU,
have to deal with government for
policy and funding. Owens said
Kustra was brought to BSUto pave
the way for the master plan and the
hope was that he could improve
"available resources."
David Saunders, president of
the Faculty Senate at BSU, said
he agrees with Owens to a certain
extent. He said he believes that
Kustra's political background was
definitely a factor in his being cho-
sen for the position.
"I was strongly in favor of Dr.
Kustra partly because of his politi-
cal background," Saunders said.
He said he believes that Kustra's
political skill is a benefit to BSU,
but that politics are not the core
of his job. According to Saunders,
academics are just as important
and that these skills can compli-
ment each other. Owens said this is
not something unique to BSU.
"Higher education is changing
, , I was strongly
in favor of Dr. Kustra
partly because of his
. political background. "
- David Saunders
Prflsident of Faculty Senate
dramatically and will [continue
to] over the next fewyears," Owens
said. He said states are getting out
of the business of funding schools,
so attributes like political skill are
of benefit to high-level administra-
tors in order to maintain funding.
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BY DREW HAYES
Opinion Editor
Rumor has it Wal-Mart em-
ployees have been put on no-
tice: Replace 'Merry Christmas'
with 'Happy Holidays' or else.
What the 'else' is I'm not really
sure, but trying to' get an of-
ficial answer from the same
place that sells tires and meat all
in the same store does not seem to
be coming anytime soon.
Although political correct-
ness may get a bad rap at times,
its heart is usually in the right
place. We never want to under-
mine any individual, their cul-
ture or their beliefs, and being po-
litically correct can help to do
that at times. However,
when that goal takes a
turn toward exclu-
sion and not in-
clusion, it has'
failed.
• •o mion
--Merr}'-bhri!ltIllas,. -
Whoops ...we mean, Happy Holidays!
Wio knows, maybe Frank Costanza from "Seinfeld" had it right allalong when he said, "Many Christmases ago, Iwent to buy a dollfor my son. I reached for the last one they had, but so did another
man. AsI rained blows upon him, I realized there had to be another way.Out
of that a new holiday was born ... a Festivus for the rest of us!"
With the dawning ofwinter months at hand, you can count on the 'Pestivus'
'episode to be shown on TV several times, and some of the most widely-ob-
served celebrations of the year are about to, or have already, taken place.
The observance of Christmas, Hanukkah, Ramadan and Kwanzaa all oc-
cur during the last few months of the year, though the political correctness
police have done an excellent job of masking the principal significance of
each. For Christians, this time of year marks the birth of their personal sav-
ior, Jesus Christ. Individuals ofJewish faith celebrate the rededication ofthe
Temple of Jerusalem during the eight days of Hanukkah. Muslims observe
the Fast ofRamadan to strengthen their spirituality arid cultivate family and
community relationships. And some African-Americans observe Kwanzaa,
a cultural celebration ofAfrican heritage. '
However, apparently the merriment of the season is quite offensive, espe-
cially the popular celebration of the Christmas holiday. We should clarify
first that only the celebration seems to be offensive. To our knowledge, no-
body has yet to be offended by getting a paid day off from work forChristmas,
even if they are atheist.
But the celebration of these types of holidays, chiefly Christmas, indeed
seems to be offensive to many. For example, in Denver during the 2004
Parade ofLights, a float depicting the birth ofChrist was banned from public
display because of its controversial nature. For some reason, this only seems
to happen in America for Christmas, because other countries seem to cel-
ebrate different holidays just fine. Manchester, England, celebrates the end
ofRamadan with a fireworks display enjoyed by everyone.
Christmas in America seems to be different though. Traditional Christmas
carols- "0C0111eAllYeFaithful," "Silent Night," "The First Noel," "WeWish
Youa Merry Ch'ristmas," "0 Holy Night," "Little Drummer Boy,""Harkl The
'Herold Angels Sing" and other fanatical hymns sung by obscure artists like
Frank Sinatra, BingCrosby and AndyWilliams-have been banned in many
public environments. Some have even renamed the traditional Christmas
tree the "Holiday Tree" to spare non-Christians from offense. ,
But we question where offense is to be taken? Imagine traveling to India
in November during the Hindu "Divali" holiday -would you be offended by
the religious observances of a predom1nantly Hindu nation? Why, then, in
a predominantly Christian nation, is the observance of Christmas roundly
shunned? What about the word "Christmas" is so foreboding as to elicit such
fervent resentment?
Nobody should be forced to observe Christian holidays, but tolerance
would be appropriate. America prides itself as amulticultural society known
as the meiting pot of the world. By living in such a diverse country, toler-
ance is not only expected but mandated. Would it not be prudent to explain,
parade, and celebrate the diverse cultures that share this great nation? We
would be honored if a Jewish person wished us a Happy Hanukkah, or a
Muslim invited us to participate in Ramadan. And ifsomebody wants to pay
us time-and-a-half for the eight days ofHanukkah we're fine with that, too.
Keep in mind this holiday season that tolerance is not bread by a generic
label of "Happy Holidays" while excluding the unique celebration of each
culture, including Christmas.
BY WOODY HOWARD
Guest Opinion
You're not
General Paton
BY BRANDON STOKER
Opinion Writer
Jeff Paton's argument of women
not being allowed on the front lines
of combat· is entirely irrelevant to
the discourse of homosexuals be-
ing allowed to serve in the military.
The issue is service in the military,
not the front lines.
Further, he states, "It is a distrac-
tion at the very least, and inviting
failure to the function they are sup-
posed to be doing. We do not need
the flirting and other things that
would 'occur, which would take the
mind of soldiers off of their duty"
and later, regarding gays, "As a
male, I do not want to shower with
anybody that is attracted to men.
This is tantamount to placing men
and women together in the show-
ers." I wish he would stop making
assumptions everyone is looking
at liis butt. Believe me, in combat
there are more important things
than his butt! Both these comments
show he has a problem with disci-
pline, period. The real issues are'
his actions. All woman and homo-
sexuals are trying to do is their job.
Let them do it.
The fact is he was probably serv-
ing with gays and women. Women
are regularly used for support,
transport and care of the injured.
They are continuously put into
combat situations and are trained
to handle .these situations just as
well as a man.
ICfact, I know many women who
can out perform most men and
they are not lesbians! And don't for-
get, some of our allies in the Gulf
including England, Netherlands.
Australia, Israel, and more have
openly gay men and women serv-
ing aiong side u.s.servicemen and
women. So far, none of these con-
tacts have caused a problem.
Further, his facts about HIVl
AIDS are not compietely accurate.
According to the CDC,when hetero-
sexuals (including injecting drug
users and non-IDU) are compared
to homosexuals (including IDU and
non IDU), it's split down the middle
at about 50 percent on each side.
His so called 'fact' most likely ne-
glected to take into account IOU's,
which happen to be predominant-
ly heterosexual, and may have left
out women, which according to the
CDC, heterosexual women account
for the majority of female HIV/AIDS
cases. He says soldiers would not
risk contact with blood of open ho- .
mosexuals if they are injured, but
paramedics, nurses, and doctors do
everyday. This leads to the conclu-
sion that soldiers have lower values
than their civilian counterparts.
Personally, I believe it is not true
and you are just stating your as-
sumption, not fact.
Jeff, you state my comments are
ignorant and short sighted. It is ob-
vious from your comments you let
your personal feelings and ideol-
ogy control what you do on the job.
It's really too bad a soldier would
let personal feelings control his ac-
tions in combat rather than obey
orders and do his job.
Based on your statements, your
comments are ignorant, short
sighted, bigoted, and not in tune
with what's best for America! Sorry
ifthatis offensive, but it is a reality.
Have you noticed the subtle de-
parture of controversial words
like "Jesus;' "menorah" and "hol-
iday" in exchange for political-
ly correct phrases like "season's
greetings"? Season's greetings?
Are you kidding me? It's like we're
celebrating the winter solstice -in
complete suppression of signifi-
cant religious and cultural cele-
brations, the timings ofwhich are
merely coincidental. I understand
some people are not religious, and
a multiplicity of occasions are re-
vered during the season, butwhere
is the sense in compromising all
of them for, a highly sterilized;
commercial shopping spree?
This is a season of peace
and celebration - not of
political debauch-
ery, secularism
and cultural
repression.
Woody Howard is the
President of BGLAD
(Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians,
, and Allies for Diversity) and
a student at Boise State
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CD-Champions?
Accept it,·Drew!
pears and oranges.
If you travel this holiday season) check the
kitchen of the restaurant you may be eating at
and make damn sure It's a white person prep-
ping your food. And you sure as hell want to
stay at a hotel where white women are making
the beds and vacuuming the rooms. So, let's go
ahead and make the eight billion-border fence
to keep out all of these "brown-skinned terror-
ists" (Canyon County Commissioner Robert
Vasquez's words). Jennifer, Heather and Sally
will have to drop the cheerleading squad in or-
der to learn how to make beds and cook; Jimmy,
Billy and Tim will need to quit hunting, fishing
and rodeo because the irrigation pipes need to
be moved.
Wake up everybody, you are being hood-
winked, duped and taken advantage of. The
Bush presidency will go down in' history as
perhaps the best Republican administration a
Democrat could hope for ... right!
with the Carl Rove issue, the economic blunder
we call CAFTA, the "warm" reception Dubya re-
ceived recently In South America, etc. The fact'
is that the immigration issue (un-documented
workers) is a storm cloud on the horizon and
may be the only thing right-wing conservatives
have to hang onto.
It's tantamountto focusing or shifting the light
on something other than the real issues at hand
(i.e. Iraq, Hurricane relief, NAFTA, CAFTA, gas
price gouging, GM, Halliburton, the Carl Rove
CIA leak, etc).
As for the un-documented workers who are
coming to the United States to take "American
Jobs": Earlier this year there was an incident in
Canyon County where workers were poisoned
in the fields and not one of the victims was
white! If you truly want to stop this "Invasion,"
start by boycotting any business or services that
use "cheap Mexican labor," Make sure It was
white hands that picked your lettuce, apples,
BYL.IZ HUERTA HA~E
Opinion Writer
The new focus on immigration Is yet another
ploy to detract us all from the current follies of
the Bush administration. This year alone, we
have been witnesses to the Inept response to
Hurricane Katrina while we are funneling mil-
lions of dollars to Pakistani earthquake relief
and at the same time telling Katrina victims
they must fend for themselves.
The debacle that has become the occupation
of Iraq (on false pretenses), has mired us In yet
another Vietnam; in the history of warfare there
has yet to be a successful occupation of lands by
any foreign forces (unless of course you count
the genocide of the Native peoples of this con-
tinent), which may count as the biggest state-
sponsored terrorist event on U.S. soil.
Ms. Harriet Miers' nomination for the
Supreme Court may stand as the biggest exam-
ple of ineptness and crony-ism. We could go on
ize Is that Boise State Is not all
high and mighty, and that a uni-
verse does exist outside of Bronco
Stadium.
Unfortunately for Nevada and
BSU, the WACis one the weakest
divisions in college football. So
until we have a March Madness-
type football playoff, which un-
fortunately may not happen, be
happy with what you have.
You were probably too young to
remember, but one of the great-
est matchups happened back in
1993. Number one ranked Florida
State rolled into South Bend, with •
Heisman hopeful Charlie Ward
at the helm. Notre Dame won
that game, only to lose to Boston
College the following week.
This Is college ' football, my
friend. That is how the cookie
crumbles, and if you can't ac-
cept it, then you show signs of
.poor sportsmanship.I firmly be-
lieve Nevada deserves a little bit
more respect than a "Calvin and
Hobbes" Impersonation of the
Nevada symbol being urinated
on.
So, until Boise State can prove
itself by beating a real team like
Georgia, Florida State, or even
Miami, show some respect to
those that deserve it.
BY COREY
COURCHANE
Guest Opinion
In regards to Drew Mayes's lat-
est article on the sharing of the
Western Athletic Conference
championship with Nevada, I
think you should open mouth
and insert foot. I would hardly
call your precious football team a
powerhouse.
In reference to your comment
about being tied with the same
team you spanked like a kid in K-
Mart, 49-14, let's look at another
important fact. On Sept. 3, who
got beaten like a redheaded step-
child, out behind the woodshed,
deep in SEC territory, and on na-
tional television no less? What
was the score? Oh yeah, 48-14.
Yes, I am a current student at
.this great Institution called Boise
State University, but orange and
green runs through _my veins.
That's correct, I am a fan of the
great Hurricanes of Miami.
Have been since that fateful
night in 1984 when Doug Flutie
drove a dagger into the heart of
'Cane fans everywhere. The U has
five national championships to
count; now that is a powerhouse
team.
Yes, I am 'not afraid to admit
that my team stumbled ear-
ly in the season, first losing to
• Florida State. Then they rolled
through the season, including
.a masterful domination over a
highly hyped Marcus Vick, and
the team that implements Beamer
ball down in Blacksburg.
Believe me, I am quite upset
that the 'Canes fell to Georgia
Tech, leaving them the option to
accept a bid to the Gator Bowl.
Virginia Tech, who played in the
ACC championship, is a team
that got beat 27-7 by my beloved
'Canes. Do I think that is fair?
Heck no, but that's the way the
dominoes fell. This is the compli-
cated system of the BCS.
So when the Broncos have a
share of a title with the team that
beat Fresno State, a team that in
turn beat you, again on national
television, I think you need to
show a little more respect.
Yes, I was there on Oct. 29 to
cheer on Nevada. In my opinion,
they have a very good football
team, just as Boise State does.
What everyone needs to real-
Corey Courchane is a
student at Boise State
me back and I had to call them two weeks later
to be told I did not get the job. Did I do some-
thing wrong in talking about my kids?
OpinionEditors Note:
Congratulationson be-
ing the first ever fea-
ture response of the
week winner! You're
right, BoiseState foot-
ball sucks. After all,
they've only won four
straight WAC cham-
pionships. They only
have the longest home
winning streak in the
nation. They only own
the longest conference
winning streak in the
history of the WAC.
They've only been
one of the two highest
scoring teams in the
nation since the turn
of the millennium. Feel
free to cheer and move
to the only school in
history whose current
and former players
madea rap song about
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O I am interviewing at a well-established• Boise organization next week. Why• should I do any research on them? trav-el andwork .sched-
ule this job requires,"
For a list of legal and illegal questions an
employer can ask you, please go to our site
at http://career.boisestate.edu/IlIegalinte
rviewQuestions.html. If you have any ad-
ditional questions, please feel free to call
the Boise State Career Center at 426-1747.
A Hesearching an organization, even• one that is well known in our area, can• provide you many advantages in the
job-search process. For example, it enables you
totailoryour resume and cover letter more spe-
cificallyto the position for which you are apply-
ing, and it allows you to prepare more effective-
ly for the interview. Alast question an employer
often asks of the applicant is, "Do you have any
questions for us?" Knowing you've researched
the company will enable you to give a thought-
ful response to the employer. This ultimately
benefits the applicant and the interviewer,
and reflects your interest and enthusiasm.
A You didn't really do anything wrong by• answering that question, but remem-. • ber the option to answer is always your
choice and that you are giving information that
is not job-related. And, you could harm your
candidacy by giving the "wrong" answer. Here
are some options for answering questions that
might be considered illegal or unnecessary:
1. Youcan refuse to answer the ques-
tion. By selecting this option, you will be with-
in your rights, but you are also running the risk
of coming off as uncooperative or confronta-
tlonal - hardly the words an employer would
use to describe the "ideal" candidate.
2. Another option is to examine the in-
tent behind the question and respond with an
answer as it might apply to the job. For example,
the interviewer asks, "Are you a U.S. citizen?" or
"Whatcountryareyoufrom?"YouhaveJustbeen
asked an illegal question. However, you could
answer "1 am authorized to work in the United
States," Or, if your interviewer asks, "Who is go-
ing to take care of your children when you have
to travel?" You might answer, "I can meet the
_ ~ ~ M w ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ - _. ~. - -- _. ~ - - - -- - - --
O. I'll be graduating in May '06. Is it too• soon to start thinking about next, .• spring's Career Fair?'A It's not too early! Our next Career/Job
• Fair will be March 14,2006, from 9 a.m
• - 3 p.m, in the SUB Jordan Ballroom.
This is an excellent resource for students who
are looking for internships .or full and part-
time, temporary, or summer employment
while attending Boise State, as well as all grad-
uating students who are looking for career
employment opportunities. There are some
helpful links to our site for sample questions to
ask representatives if you're graduating or not
- http://career.boisestate.edu/.
O I interviewed last week at a local res-• taurant for an accounting position. It• was going pretty well when the woman
asked me if I had any kids. She had pictures of
her kids on her desk, and I felt like she wanted
to connect with me, so I said; "Yes I have three,
and they're a real handful!"My six-year old had
several colds this year and had to stay home
from school a lot. We talked for a few minutes
about our kids, and then I left They never called
painkillers, it makes no difference.
You say, "a user who physically
or emotionally abuses his. family
under the influence of drugs is ad-
versely affecting their safety and
quality of'llfe,' Do you seriously be-
lieve weed heads account for more
domestic abuse than alcoholics?
Also, "a desperate addict who
robs, burglarizes or murders for
drug money poses an obvious men-
ace to the community at large,"
How many people commit burglary
or murder for cigarettes or beer? If
drugs were fully legalized, heroin
habits would cost a. few dollars a
day to support.
Hell, I could grow my own opium
in my closet for damn near nothing.
When a substance is made illegal,
the cost skyrockets.
Remember alcohol prohibition?
Please don't let a few bad apples
you hear about in the news spoil it
for the rest of the responsible can-
nabis users.
your not) and obviously have no
knowledge of what you are trying
to talk.it.bOut! Again I only support
M. '('·'na.
You're a sad,
uninformed man
Daile Ross
California
As a retired police officer, I found
Mr. Stoker's defense of drug prohi-
bition so sad. He refuses to recog-
, nize that prohibition causes 75 per-
cent of felony crime decade after
decade.
Drug use is a consensual act,
whether it's whiskey or pot.
Murder, rape, etc is a non-consen-
sual act and will always remain il-
'legal.
As legal drugs kill at a 55:1
ratio over illegal drugs, he wants
my profession to continue chasing
pot smokers instead of focusing
on drunk drivers who killed 17,000
innocent AmeriCans last year.
:' Prohibition does fund billions
::~o terrorists like Osama Bin Laden
::'and North Korea. ,
.: Fourteen-year-olds are shot
~"~ . . '
,"and killed. everyday because we
: ,:give them a job option to be drug
':dealers. .
. :. I challenge Mr. Stoker to name
Your policy fails
every time
No amount of interdiction, pros:
ecution, incarceration, police,
judges or jails will ever, ever make
a difference in terms of human be-
ings seeking, . and using
chemicals to . ious-
ness: It's who w
Throughout ou
there has been drug u·
The only thing that a j
can do is choose whether t
mize the negative impact of d
. through misdirecting resources to-
wards useless endeavors or to mini-
mize their impact through funding
education, safe injection sites, edu-
cation, education, education.
Today, unfortunately, there's to
many transmissible diseases
Why do you believe all of the neg-
ative effects of drugs are somehow
diminished with prohibition? For
example, "a stoner who gets high
and decides to take a spin for some
munchies endangers everyone in
his immediate vicinity." .
Exactly . how does prohibition
hi' ? Ican et stoned
"lme I
nybodyany-
Taylor Smith
Georgia
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BY HADLEY RUSii
Culture Writer
I trotted into Macy's downtown, looking
for a sales associate who'd help me find the
perfect gift. I passed the customer service
desk, which was devoid of anyone employed
by the store, and finally as I neared the hand'
bag section, a bright-eyed sales clerk named
Linda greeted me with a smile at the jewelry
counter
Tis the season for shopping, mobs of
grouchy consumers, and exasperated sales
clerks, so I took it upon myself to conductthe
ultimate test in customer service, which to
me, seems to be somewhat of a lost art these
days.
One would thinksales associates would be
more than eager to help one find the perfect
Christmas gift-after all, that is their job. So
I put this to the test. Iwent into five stores in
PHOTOBY RYAHPfLEGElVlHE ARBITER
the downtown Boise area, and rated them on
the following: greeting, help on a scale ofone
to five, enthusiasm on a scale of one to five,
and knowledge. I chose five stores [Macy's,
Lavender, Kandor, Chico's, and Ishi Nights.)
These stores had merchandise ranging from
moisturizing lotion, to diamond-encrusted-
pants. I entered each store with a particular
item in mind, which I needed help finding. I
took on the roll of the t-don't-have-a-mtnd-
of_my_own_please_tell_me_what_to_buy_
customer.
In Macy's, I gave Linda a very vague de-
scription of earrings I was' looking for that
were "something that 'looked sort Of like,
something that someone might like - maybe
even with rhinestones." With a nod of her
head, Linda directed me towards the exact
pair I had in mind, and even let me know
that they were on sale.
In the next store, Lavender, I walked
through the front door and stood waiting for
someone to acknowledge me. Icounted three
sales clerks in the room, who all ignored my
existence. I thought perhaps they didn't see
me, so I marched right up to the front coun-
ter, and stood, pretending to look at sachets
of lavender. Two clerks, Mary and Molly,
stood behind the counter, within two feet of
me, and carried on with whatever they had
been doing previously. Ibegan to wander the
store, looking at their merchandise, offering
one last chance at a greeting, or at this point,
even a smile. A girl with :'Dawn" displayed
on her name tag walked up to me, and to my
surprise, instead of asking if she could help
me, said "excuse me," and brushed past.
I walked up to Mary (who was still behind
the counter) and asked for something that
smelled like coconut. She dropped what she
was doing and showed me a bar of soap, then
explained that they could also custom mix
See Service [page 9J
~~ie:e~k~Spicy toasted nuts and mocha' mix
BY AMBER FUGER
II.sslstont Culture Editor
With the semester near over,
stress levels balance out and more
time becomes available to opti-
mize laziness. Hot cocoa, a warm
fire, and some spicy nuts on these
frigid nights make for an evening
in a dreamy setting.
Don't get too comfortable
though, for Christmas is just
around the corner and the chaos
ofgift giving seems to be hurling to
deadline. Finals can be excruclat-
ingly difficult on the pocket book
because of all the time taken off
from work to study.
Christmas shopping can be-
come dreaded words to a college
student's ear, but there is a way to
make enough goodies for every-
one on the list without sacrificing
gas funds for the trip home.
Food makes people smile, and
at Christmas time the gesture of
giving means more when it comes
from, the craftsmanship of the
giver's hands.
Cookies can be a little redun-
dant during the holidays. The
question then becomes, what can
I make that's easy, affordable, and
plentiful? The answer: mocha hot
chocolate and spicy toasted nuts
packaged in a small plastic bag
and a coffee mug.
These simple recipes take mini-
mal time to create and assemble.
For the spicy nuts, simply preheat
the oven to 350 degrees and while
it's warming up, melt some but-
ter in small saucepan. Then stir
in sugar, garlic salt, curry powder,
and cinnamon.
These ingredients may sound
odd in the sentence, but they pro-
vide the perfect balance between
sweet and spice. Place the nuts
in baking dish and pour the but-
ter mixture over the top. Mix and
bake for 10 minutes or until the
butter sizzles. Stir and let stand
until cool, stirring frequently.
The mocha hot chocolate mix is
even easier. Combine all the ingre-
dients in a blender container and
process until blended.
Pour a few scoops in a small
plastic bag and include a gift tag
with instructions to blend two ta-
blespoons of mix with one cup of
boiling water to make one serving.
Ingredients
Mocha Hot Chocolate Mix
1 cup instant
mocha-flavor coffee
1 cup dry nondairy creamer
1 cup baking cocoa'
1 1/3 cups
confectioners' sugar
1 cup crushed
peppermint candy
(Yields about 2 cups mix)
Spicy Toasted Nuts
2 Tablespoons butter
or margarine
2 Tablespoons sugar
l-teaspoon garlic salt
1 teaspoon each curry
powder and cinnamon
4 cups mixed nuts
(Yields about 4 cups)
------
Festive mugs and colorful ribbons
make this gift personalized and
fun.
Don't forget to make an extra for
yourself, because nothing is better
on a cold night than a nice mug of
hot cocoa and a handful of sweet
and spicy nuts.
When you play in ~ ---.
the snow you gotte ' '"'4 • ....
look fabulous " Jl
BY MARIANA BEKKER
The
E~·, ICIck:
Fashion's hits
and misses'
Culture Cotumnlst
Winter is here and so is the snow.
Let's 'face it: We Boise residents
love to play and bum around in the
white powder. With a ski resort less
than 20 miles away from campus,
it is clearly impossible to deny that
all things snow is part of the Boise
lifestyle.
But remember, even, when you
are skiing or snowboarding or tub-
ing down a mountain, you gotta
have style. All sports have a certain
look and skiing and snowboarding
are definitely in the top 10when it
comes to sporty fashion.
. Jackets flapping in the wind,
pants cinched overtop boots, an
incessant gap between the beenie
and goggles, "wife-beater," over-
mitts, and random stickers care-
lessly plastered across their board,
all being of different brands, Have
you ever encountered someone
who looks just like this while being
cut off right before you hit a jump
or rail? Fashion in the snow sports
world, believe it or not, docs count.
Shopping for winter clothing can
seem a bit overwhelming. New fab-
rics and insulations arc constant-
ly making apparel warmer,nune
breathable and more waterproof.
Fashions seem to change by the
season. But don't worry. Follow a
few fashion fundamentals that this
chic chick recommends and spare
yourself the anguish of going over-
board.
Want to get started? Layering is
key.Asyou may know, the ideal way
to wear clothing for every snow-
related activity is to use different
layers. In order of impurtance, the
keys to a successful layering sys-
tem are warmth, weight, moisture
management, and packing the
right number of layers. Generally,
it is smart to follow the three-layer
system. The first layer is the base
layer,which consists of thermal un-
derwear. The middle layer is gener-
al clothing or a fleece jacket. Lastly,
wear an outer shell, which protects
you against wind and rain,
Hats that pull down over the fore-
head and ears are a must. Those
made for active lifestyles will often
have a fleecy band along the head
to absorb moisture.
Hands sweat, too, meaning that
gloves need not only be waterproof
but also able to wick moisture away
from the fingers. Many area ski
shops stock gloves with liners that
can be taken off to dry quickly.
Socks present a bitof a controver-
sy among those hitting the slopes.
Avoid wearing cotton ones unless
you want to slosh around in soggy
sponges all day. Those made with
synthetic fabrics are likely to be
most comfortable.
Daytime skiing and snowboard-
ing can almost be blinding, with
the sun reflecting off the snow.
That's why sunglasses or goggles
are a must. Whether you pick one
over the other is a personal prefer-
ence. They both come in a variety of
super trendy styles.
The pieces the beginning skier or
snowboarder needs most are a reli-
able jacket and a great pair of pants.
In either case, you want waterproof
ones that keep cold, melting snow
away from your skin.
If there is one product that has
undergone a rapid development, it
is the jacket. Fifteen years ago, an
outdoor jacket was generally green
with a hood. Now, the difference
between fashion and functionality
has become very blurry. Fashion
is taking over inventions from the
outdoor arena, while outerwear is
more than ever taking color and
design into consideration. The ex-
tremes of fashion and functional-
ity now seem to have reconciled for
good. .
Apart from the little differences
each mountain brings, there were
some predominant items of cloth-
ing seen at almost every resort this
past season. The most popular item
had to be the fur-collared jacket. If
animals can keep warm that way,
why can't we?
Some people ski in down coats,
but that's not such a smart idea. If
you sweat in it, you'll get too hot and
then you are uncomfortable and
gross for the rest of the day. Stick
with some sort of megacoat that is
lightweight and includes at least
. one zip-out layer. Some have un-
der-arm vents as a cooling device,
high-neck, fleece-lined collars and
snow skirts tucked inside the front
of the jacket to keep snow away
from the body.
Powder blues" yellows, pinks,
even deeper raspberries are styl-
ish colors for jackets and pants this
season, but don't spend too much
money on them because those col-
ors tend to fall out of style just as
quickly as they fell in. Stick with
more neutral colors when buying
really nice snow clothes. Hues like
blacks, grays, and whites are clas-
sics when gliding down a snowy
mountain;
And remember, don't overdo the
whole layering advice. If it's above
20 degrees, you just need a base
layer and a jacket system and you
should be ok. Hit's colder, you'll
want on more insulating layers.
While one-pieces and bibs are
fairly obsolete these days, water-
proof pants with extra padding and-
snow cuffs (that stretch out and
over ski boots) are very popular and
easy to find.
Skiing- and snowboarding are
not cheap sports. You can pay up-
ward of $700just for a fewkey outer
pieces. And that doesn't include the
price of the equipment (skis, snow-
boards, boots, bindings, etc.], lift
tickets, accommodations, travel
and food. So buy smart and don't
overdo it. You'll look and feel fabu-
lous and smart:
If Arthur Golden didn't set out to write a book about geishas
was the right director for this film.
However, he remained on the proj-
ect as a producer.
, Novelist Arthur Golden never The story is a fictionalized ac-
thought that his international best- count of a young girl in pre-World
. seller "Memoirs of a Geisha" would War II Japan who is sold by her
be made into a movie. peasant family to work as a servant
Even after producers Douglas in a geisha house.
Wick and Lucy Fisher bought the Eventually, the young girl be-
movie rights, he didn't think it comes an apprentice and learns
would be made into a movie. the trade, transforming into a
"Hollywood buys a lot of stuff, beautiful geisha.
but they don't make everything Geishas (it's pronounced gay-
they buy," the author said. "Besides, sha] are not prostitutes, but rath-
this would be a long shot anyway. It er are trained dancers, singers
would be a movie with an exotic and musicians who are skilled
subject and an all-Asian cast. Who in the art of conversation. They
knows If anyone in Hollywood entertain wealthy business-
would want to make this kind of a men at social functions but are
movie?" not sexual escorts.
Then Steven Spielberg expressed Once Spielberg dropped out of
an Interest in directing the film, the running, Wick said he and his
and everything changed. producing partner(Lucy Fisher Is
"That was the first time that I also his wife) began an exhaustive
imagined itmight actually be made search for a new director.
into a movie," Golden said. "That "Many directors were interested,
also was the first time I started to but we were aware of how difficult
get excited aboutthe possibility oflt this was going to be," Wick ex-
being made Into a movie." plained. "Weneeded a director who
"Mywife and Iwentto see 'Saving was capable of creating awhole new
Private Ryan,' and when it said world. We needed a director who
'Directed by Steven Spielberg,' I got was a storyteller and understood
a little chill down my spine. I turned the Dickens aspect of the story.
to my wife and said: "Wouldn't it "It would be easy to make a less- '
be amazing if one day we saw the good version of this book, but there
words 'Memoirs of a Geisha' direct-. was a great version to be made in
ed by Steven Spielberg?" . the right hands."
Well, "Memoirs of' a Geisha" is Then the producers saw an early
opening in theaters, and it does not cut of Marshall's movie musical
say: "Directed by Steven Spielberg." . "Chicago," which went on to win six
Instead, it says: "Directed by Rob Oscars, including Best Picture.
Marshall," and that seems to be just "We knew immediately that Rob
fine with everyone involved. Marshall was our guy.He dealt with
Wick, the Oscar-winning pro- the rivalry between two women,
ducer of "Gladiator" who optioned he create a new world in period
"Memoirs of a Geisha" upon its Chicago, he had all eye for the vi-
publication in 1997, said Spielberg sual and he had a background as a
dropped out shortly after his initial dancer and a choreographer so he
interest because he didn't feel he would understand the discipline of
Looking For:
Donate Plasma
BY BARRY KOL.TNOW
Knight Rldde'rTrlbune
PHIl1'OS COURTESY KNIGHT ffiDDER TRIBUNE
Ziyi Zhang stars in Columbia Picture's "Memoirs of a Geisha."
The movie was adapted from Arthur Golden's international
bestsell1ng novel.
the geishas. He was the perfect di-
rector for this job."
Casting became a thorny issue
when Zlyi Zhang, the Chinese star
of "Him)" and "House of Flying
Daggers," was picked to portray
Sayuri, the lead character. Japanese
actor Ken Watanabe was cast as
her love interest, but some of the
film's other important characters
are played byChinese actresses, in-
cluding Michelle Yeoh.
There have been no threats of
demonstrations or boycotts of the
movie from Asian-American me-
dia watchdog groups, but those in-
volved with the film said they are
aware that it strikes a nerve with
some people.
"We are very mindful of the
cultural sensitivities," Wick said,
"but in the end we made a creative
choice. Ziyi was the best actor for
the part, period. And she is beguil-
ing in this role. She has both an
Audrey Hepburn innocence and a
sophisticated beauty. I can't-imag-
ine any other actress in this role.
"And I should add that Ziyi is
a huge star in' Japan. She is well-
known from her cosmetics ad work,
and she has playedJapanese wom-
qn in films before without com-
plaints."
Zhang said she never hesi-
tated when she was offered the
role. "I am a professional ac-
tress, and that is what I do.
I learn about a character, and then I
play that character."
CURIOUS?
Have you become a victim of Religion?
Have you "inherited" beliefs passed down to
you from previous generations without
scriptural substance?
Do you desire to discover the TRUTH
as it was taught by Christ Jesus through His
ministers in the Bible?
Please visit our website at www.bible-research.org
to receive more information on subject specific topics
using the scriptures in the Bible.
Or contact us at 719-573-4055. P.O.Box 9813, Colo. Spgs.,CO 80932
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BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
The semester fades
But our light shall not
What is one light in the dark?
A flashing blur in the night?
Ours lsan 18,OOO-watt bulb
Blaring bold in December skies
That focused flame burns when we stir
The embers of shared warmth on cold days
We are a singularity, a multitude of them,
Packed into classes and drilled with theories
Equations, lessons, lectures, witticisms and wants
Despite the common nomenclature
We are not all Broncos
Some are stallions, others, mere colts
Mares, studs, thoroughbreds and mutts
Some live a fenced-in existence
Others live the free range
'No boundaries dare keep them contained
We leave this week, new souls
Tempered in the fire of enlightenment
.Forged in the flame of evolution
Some will never return
Others begin this quest
Most, enveloped in the deliverance,
Merely take a break to breathe the
Clean airs of returns to homes that
Years, months, moments past
We craved only to escape
We .are a scattered lot
Tossed into strong winds
Carrying us hither and thither
To .those unknown destinations
Standing atop the precipice I[ '...
Our future intends to display. ·.m-·,. '. '.
A 'prism, this university is.
The.entering light.'shan shine to its core
And shower the American scene with shards ,.. I
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lotions with any essential oil scent
I wanted • coconut being one of
them. I bought a $5 bottle of custom
mixed lotion and walked out.
But not before being told to "come
again" which I decided was unlikely
.. , but at least my hands are soft and
smell of a tropical vacation.
The third store I entered, attached
to Lavender, was Kandor. I walked
to the back of the store where a
make-shift - kitchen was 'set up,
and watched as a young man with
a name tag displaying "Dustin,"
frosted a cake. He smiled at me and
asked ifI needed help.
I told him I was looking for stock-
ing stuffers for my mother who's a
gourmet cook- but punctuated my
statement with a twirl of my hair,
and added that I didn't know any-
thing about cooking (giggle). He
showed me tomato knives, potato
peelers, and whisks, and asked if
she made sauces or if she baked ...
I again, twirled my hair and said I
didn't know.
Dustin was helpful, but could
have made a sale, had he ushered
this wishy-washy customer a bit
more.
The fourth store I went into was
Chico's on Idaho Street. A woman
who told me her name was pro-
nounced "Mar-get:' walked right
up to me and asked if l needed help.
I told her Iwas on a search for rhine-
stone-encrusted jeans. "Mar-get"
led me around the store for nearly
15 minutes, collecting all the jeans
she could carry, and without being
pushy, showed me other merchan-
dise After an explanation that their
According to the National Retall Federation, most people buy
clothing or clothing accessories as gifts during the holiday
season. Next were books, CDs,DVDs, and gift certificates.
PHUlO BY BYAN PFLEGEIliTHE ARBITER
sizes were different and ranged only
from 0-3, I tried on some jeans sized
o and 1, and to my elation, they all
fell to my ankles. I thanked "Mar-
get" for all her sincere help, and
walked out of the store- a genuine
look of dismay on her face.
The final store, on which I con-
ducted this experiment, was Ishi
Night's. This store, located on the
corner of 9th Street, is well' known
for their jazzy, and aesthetically
pleasing window displays, which
are alternated each day. There were
two sales associates and only one
other customer. I was certain the'
service would be phenomenal - I
was wrong.
I listened to the two workers
complain that they weren't mak-
ing much money, and that the pa-
tronage was on a downward spi-
ral. I walked around rummaging
through the racks of clothes and
sauntered by each of them numer-
ous times, waiting to be acknowl-
edged but to no avail. I then walked
out.
I suppose the moral here is that if
one needs help with their shopping,
one cannot be shy. Oftentimes, one
needs to approach the sales associ-
ates themselves in order to receive
customer service, sad but true. The
art of customer service is dwin-
dling. Be an assertive shopper,
know what you're looking for, and
happy shoppi ng!
FIFTH and IDAHO
downtown boise
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11I1.11'llRY APPRECIATION MONTD ,
Present your '11'l1llt:i'ry'io for .two f~"'''"'Pciss.stollli ',lihpWS t:
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W/2 SHOWS,ON: l'
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OPEN MJ(~: .
1st two fund_VI of thsltto"th
only.l wlstudent IIIonOpsnMlo night
405 S 8TH STREET #110.'
BOISE. 10 83702
208-331-S0NE
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"The Future of Food" Movie
A DOCUMENTARY FILM BY DEBORAH KOONS GARCIA
THE FUTURE OF FOOD DOCUMENTARY WIU BESHOWN AT
Spirit At Work Books and Beyond
710 North Orchard .Bolse
ON SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17@7:ooPM
THERE IS A FOOD REVOlUTION HAPPENING, BECOME INFORMED & LEARN WHAT YOU
CAN DO TO HELP YOUR COMMUNITY AND HUMANITY.
The Issues are comptlcated and technically daunting -- one reason people
have a hard time grasping them, but Garcia threads a clear path through the
history, science and politics of GMO foods to a clear call for action,
A GRASSROOT MARKETING EVENT HELD AT
SPIRIT AT WORK BOOKS AND BEYOND STORE AND EVENT CENTRE IN BOISE
VlSIT OUR STORE AND EXPERIENCE AN ADVENTURE IN
CONSCIOUS AWARENESS AND IN THOUGHTFUL GIFTGIVING.
710,North Orchard Boise. cost: $5.00 for Reservation & Ticket Sales:
WWW_S lrltatworkbooks.com or iofo@s IritatW()rkbooks.com or call: 208·388--3884
Feature your adventures in the
Sawtooth Mountain Pilm Pestival
BY MARIANA BEKKER
Culture Editor
tival, which will premier in the
spring of 2006. The festival will
then tour to other college campuses
in the northwest.
The festival committee is in
search of filmmakers who want to
have their cutting edge adventure
films included in the festival.
The Sawtooth Mountain Film
Festival accepts short films depict-
ing the spirit of adventure. Past
films have included the sports of:
skiing, snowboarding, mountain
biking, whitewater kayaking, skate-
boarding, BMX, trail running, surf-
ing, base jumping, mountaineer-
ing, rock climbing, bouldering and
more. Film lengths can vary from
two to 20 minutes. Most screened
films have historically been in the
10-14 minute range.
A selection committee chaired
by the festival director will view
all entries prior to inclusion in the
festival. Chosen entries will be pub-
Do you have a video camera or
some film footage from your last
great adventure that you are just
dying to showcase? The Sawtooth
Mountain Film Festival, presented
by the Boise State Outdoor Program,
is currently seeking submissions for
its seventh annual festival.
Boise State University has been
hosting an annual mountain film
festival since 2000. Over the years
the festival has become a site to
premier the works of local film-
makers. In 2005, the festival went
independent and began requesting
film submissions. Films were then
juried and assembled into a collec-
tion of 10 exceptional short films
that depicted the heart and soul of
adventure sports.
Presently, Boise State is in the
process of developing the next fes-
Hcly viewed during the Sawtooth
Mountain Film Festival screening
on March 3, 2006.
Submissions should be on DVD,
mini DVD or VHS (NTSC), marked
with the title, producer and contact
number.
Submissions should be three to
20 minutes long, and each should
contain complete contact informa-
tion, a 40-word personal biography, .
40-word promotional description of
the film and three high-resolution
(600 dpi or greater) images from the
work (.jpg, .eps or .tif].
Notification of film receipt will
be sent upon arrival of all entries.
Films will be juried and selected by
Jan. 15, 2006.
Filmmakers will be notified of
their acceptance into the 2006
festival by Feb. l.
Submitted films will not be re-
turned so please send a duplicate of
your masterwork.
SUB BOURS
Mon. Dec 12 - Wed. Dec 14
6am-2am
Cheese•..
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SUII DEOE.BERU
Chances of Severe StMss Storms
• 10pm.12am ••..SUB Table Rock
Night Owl Breakfast $5 for
students. Free for residence hall.
WED DEOE.BEB 14
BraIn Freeze WarnIng
• 7:3Qam.n.The Quad
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate.
Sponsored by VSB
• 11am- Zpm. ...SUB Johnson Room
Free MassageMOll DEOEMBER 11
Partial CranIum CloudIness
• 7:30am.""The Quad • 6pm-tpm ....Chiidren·s center
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate. Free Babysitting Services
Sponsored by VSB Call 426-4404 to preregister
.11am- 2Pmn..SUB Johnson Room ' .
Free Massage • 5:30pm ••..Rec Group Exercise
Room- Kickboxlng
• 6:40pm ••••Rec Group Exercise
Room-Yoga
• 7-9pm ..nSUB Johnson Room
Free Massage
• 9pm ....SUB Dining Area
Cram Snacks
• 5pm-9pm ....Chiidren·s Center
Free Babysitting Services
Call 426-4404 to preregister
• 6:40pm ....Rec Group Exercise
Room-Yoga'
• 7-9pmn •.5UB Johnson Room
Free Massage
• 9pm....SUB Dining Area
Cram Snacks
• 10pm ....Library 1st Floor
Free Coffee, Hot Chocolate
and Tea - Sponsored by ASBSU
• 10pm ....Library 1st Floor
Free Coffee, Hot Chocolate
and Tea - Sponsored by ASBSU TBUDEOEMBER 16
Stress Free SunshIne
• 7:30am."" The Quad
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate.
Sponsored by VSB
TUB DBOEMBER 18
BfIln A'eeZ8 WantIng
• 8:15am_Reo Group Exercise
Room- Wake Up Yoga
• 7:3Oam....The Quad
Free Coffee and Hot Chocolate
Sponsored by VSB • 12:15pm_Rec Multi Purpose
Room 1-PlYo
.11am- 2pm ....5UB Johnson Room , . .
Free Massage • 4:30pm-Rae Multi Purpose
Room 2- Cycle
• 11am- 2pm-SUB Johnson Room
Free Massage
BOISBST ...'BWBS.,
IfoIJday,Ttl~ ~
• ,fpm-Spm-Free Massage
Although I have supreme res-
ervations .agalnst the Bowl
Championship Series and the mon-
ey grubbing infidels that make col-
lege football disgusting, I am apt
to apologize to the college football
bowl season.
You see, although I struggle to
explain away the equations that de-
termine bowl match-ups, I am still
in lovewith the games.
As I sat Saturday afternoon,
watching No.1 Duke dismantle No.
2 Texas on the hardwood, a sup-
posed classic early-season match-
up between the two best teams in
the nation, I encountered this luke-
warm vibration in between slurps
of strong black coffee. I am a bas-
ketball fan, but I don't really seem
to care about the college ranks until
February and March when the sea-
son is decided by (my!Oh myl) a 64-
team tournament.
But I am an addict and can only
focus my desires toward one sport
at a time. Since football is on Its hol-
iday sabbatical, there is nothing on
Saturday afternoons but these teen-
age-seasoned basketball games.
And I am forced to quit football cold
turkey, waiting in my cell, twitch-
Ing, craving my holiday binge.
If there were a playoff In college
football, this would beweek one and
December Madness would shower
me with a constant fix, eating away
at my addiction In four steps: the
opening round, the quarterfinals,
semifinals and the national cham-
pionship game. That would be more
healthy than my cold-turkey sand-
wich blur Instigating confusion as
to where my football has gone:
But alas, I am want to have things
I shall never possess. I am a lost
sheep looking for a cable box and
ESPN, taking on my cravings with
the lesser drug, basketball, and
wondering still why I don't give a
Quinton jones, a junior on the .rip about hockey (that athletic drug
Boise State University football team It's,Bush Ien a landslide Iwentsolongwithout,lnolongerfrom Cerritos, Calif., has received crave). '
honorable mention All-American I look at my calendar and spy the
honors from SI.COMas a punt re- solstice, Christmas and the New
turner. Year's weekend 1 intend to spend
jones is currently ranked second in a cabin in Sun Valley overdos-
in the nation for punt return aver- BY WEN DELL BARNOUSE few seconds, then got a handshake and hug ingon football day and night. I sigh
age with ayards-per-return mark of KnightRidder Newspapers from teammate Matt Leinart. and dream of that fireplace and the
20.5. He is ranked first in the WAC Last year, the roles were reversed as Bush ancient TV, held fast for generations
and only trails Maurice Drew of Hail to the Chief? Hail to the Heisman win- hugged Leinart after the USCquarterback was tospread the holiday football cheer
UCLAin the national stats. Drew is ncr, Reggie Bush. named the 2004 Heisman winner. through the airwaves.
averaging 29.1yards per return. Bush, who. enjoys his nickname "The As he took the podium, the crowd chant- But today I sit at my computer in
jones has returned 15 punts this President." rode a landslide victory Saturday ed something not heard around here since the afternoon writing a column that
year for 30Byards and two touch- night that mandated he be anointed as the Reggie jackson was hitting home runs for the no one will read with finals loom-
downs. His longest return was 92 most outstanding player for the 2005 season. Yankees - "Reg-gie, Reg-gie." ing (a demon in the cold) and won-
yards for a touchdown against the "Now Iknow how it feels like to have the Bush received a record 91.7 percent of the der what could have been. I mean,
University of Hawai'i, setting a Secret Service with you," Bush said of the se- possible points (2,541 out of a possible 2,769 iftherewas a playoff, there's no way i
Boise State record. The previous curity guards who hustled him across 42nd points). That bettered the 85.2percent earned that I'dbe sitting at a computer.j'd .
record was 91 yards set by Henry Street from the Nokia Theatre to the Hard byRlCkyWHnamsln1998:"'z. . be in lounges andsportsbars, slurp- '
jenkins against Idaho State in 1969, RockCafe to face the media. "His play on the field showed how good ing lee-cold beer and attempthlg to
the second oldest single-game re- AvisiblydisappointedVinceYoungfinished a player heIs," said USC quarterback Matt watch eight games at once. ::
cord at Boise State. (The oldest sin- a distant second. Bush received 784 first-place Leinart, who won the Heisman in 2004. But, this Is supposed to be}an
gle-game record is Steve Forrey's votes and won all six of the Helsrnan's voting "Reggie played big in the bigg·a,mes. He's a apology, so I apologize to the piay-
four interceptions against Idaho regions. Young received 79 first-plate votes. perfect description of a HelsD;lanwinner. He's ers out there who may feel anger at
State in 1968.). "Right now, I feel like I let everybody first class.Icouldn't be prouder ofTum: me for telilngthem thatt~eir~ys,
Also in the Idaho game this year, down," said Young, who might have been Bush is the seventh So.uthern Cll!ifornia tern is junk (for our Broncos~uld
Jones set the Bronco record formost the most downcast Heisman finalist in the player to win the Heism~~:fri,phy. that ties not be'in that tournamen(tbis ,(ea"
punt return yards in a game when award's 71 years. "My-teammates, my fam- the Trojans with Notre Dafue for the most' son). I apologize to the athleJIc~dl-
gained 143yards on five returns. Hy,the city ofAustin, the city of Houston.I let Helsmanswonby a single school. rectorS.whotry sa bird to get·tjieir
He broke the record or 137 yards everybody down." USC rurinlng back. Mike GarrettWrin t.eam.ap..0th.er.. g8D1e.','anoth.,ei'.'i:~I...I -
Chris Carr set last year against Bush, a San Diego native, credits off-season ' '. ....the school's first Helsman In: I965.sfue~ lion to b.llY a new Wl!lgbtrQO~iJ
Idaho. Jones also .has the seventh workouts with Chargers and former TCUrun- Bush averaged 302.2 all-purpose yaids and 10; th;en, there have been 20running baCks~apolog~eJoth~J~~~clies~';~~f8
best single game mark for punt re- ning back LaDainian Tomlinson withimprov- yards perrushing attempt. .'. WIO the award,.. . ,"", and administrators. , .'H:~
turn yards at Boise State with 106 ing his strength and conditioning. 'Afterfour consecutive sub-par galIles, Bush .,:BI,l~.b Is just the eighth Heisman.¥nnin~ But;mo't o{at!! l'apo'lJgi~M~~e
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[THIS WEEK IN
SPORTS]
Mm'shoops
Saturday
Utah Valley State @ BSU
2p.m.
Taco Bell Arena
Women's hoops
Sunday
BSU @ San Diego
2p.m. (PT)
San Diego, Calif.
[SIDE
LINE]
\Vomen's hoops
drops three straight
. The Boise State women's basket-
ball team lost its second straight
road game at the hands of a stingy
Denver University defense. The
Pioneers forced 26 Bronco turn-
overs and held Boise State to more
than 20 points under their season
scoring average in defeating the
Broncos 55-51 Saturday afternoon.
Freshman guard jessica
Thompson led Boise State (5-3)
with 17points. Jackie Lee added 10
points. Benita Buggs tallied four as-
sists and Michelle Hessing added
eight points and blocked four shots.
Denver was led by lenna Cole's 14
points.
Un Thursday, the Broncos saw
a Jive point half-time lead crum-
hie to the Wyoming Cowgirls, as
Wyoming went on to defeat Boise
State by a final score of 6B-54.
Boise State was led by Nadia
Begay's 20 points and Michelle
Hessing's eight rebounds. Wyoming
was led by Hanna Zavecz who
scored 22 points and [odi Bolerjack
who added 20.
The Broncos were shot 21-of-5B
from the floor and six-of-In from
three-point range. Wyoming shot
20-of-55 from the floor and six-of-If
from three-point range. Boise State
out-rebounded the Cowgirls 41-37,
The Broncos return home and then
hit the road again for a game at San
Diego (Dec. 18) and San Diego State
(Dec. 20) before taking some time
off forChristmas.
Jones get alI-
American honors
ors EDITDR:TrevarHlll'n(sports@arb1tsronUne,com)~.EDITDR=DuaUriLaPraY
(8parts@arbitsronUne.cum)
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Sports Cotumnlst
Robinson leads Broncos in gritty win over 'Hornets
son-high 21points, and Robinson
posted career-highs with 17
points and nine rebounds.
Lane had been struggling so
far this season shooting, but
was 4-of-6' from behind the
three-point line.
half as the Broncos built an 11-
point lead late in the second half
to improve to 4-3 overall.
Despite the Broncos' top two
leading scorers this season com-
bining for just 13points on 3-of-17
shooting from the fioor, Eric Lane
and Seth Roblnson stepped up big
for Boise State. Lane had a sea-
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports £dltar
up-tempo Broncos all game, but
porous shooting in the second
half doomed Sac State.
"I don't think they were ready
because they got tired at the end,"
junior forward Seth Robinson
said.
The Hornets made just six field
goals on 32 shots in the second
By the, numbers, Boise State's
70-61 victory over Sacramento
State Sunday at Taco Beli Arena
was not pretty. Itwasn't pretty by
the play on the court, either.
The Hornets kept up with the
. See Broncos [paga31
PHOTO COURTESY BOISE STATE ATHLETICS
The Caven-Williams Sports Complex is set to open by Dec. lB. The structure, adjacent to Bronco
Stadium, will be used by the football team and other Bronco athletics. There is also office space for
the Harvey NeefMane Line Dancers and the Blue Thunder Marching Band. The turf inside is of the
same material as that in Bronco Stadium, but green, to simllate opponsts' playing surfaces.
7-C,..----:--~~ _."'__:____~-----.:.----------=D-=e=-c::,'-=e:...:.m:::..::b:-:::e:-,,:..:..r~1:::2~2=_=O_=O~5=__, ' "', " '-,.,' , ;'- " - " .
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"I just played with more confi-
dence. I shot the ball better, Apart
of that is just gelling back into my
rhythm," Lane said. "It's all about
confidence and playing hard. When
you play hard, a lot takes care of it-
self."
Lane hit a three with just over
three minutes left in the game. The
bucket gave the Broncos the first
double-digit lead of the game at'
59-49, and was big for Lane as the
defender liad a hand in his face on
the wing.
"That's definitely a confidence
builder," Lane said. "Those guys
were long, athletic, quick players
and to square them up and do those
types of things gives you a better
feel out there and gets you into a
better rhythm. It gives you more
BY DAVE HYDE
south Florida Sun-Sentinel
A few rooms from the slot ma-
chines, down the hall from the
rock-band exhibits, looking as
square in the Seminole Hard Rock
Cafe as spaces on a checkers board,
one slowly led the other up five
stairs Thursday morning to some
microphones.
"That might've been the slowest
anyone ever climbed stairs," Bobby
Bowden said as he reached the top.
"And I'm behind you, so I'm even
slower," Joe Paterno said.
There they were, college foot-
ball's grandpa and Joe Pa, 76years
old and 78, the No.1 coach in wins
and the No. lA, soon two-timing
everyone in a FedEx Orange Bowl
news conference with a clear view,
self-effacing humor and hope-
lessly out-of-date perspective on
loyalty, longevity and especially
friendship.
"Was it the' 70swhen we first met
and ... ?" Paterno asked, staring be-
hind foggy glasses at Bowden for
help.
"1990," Bowden said straight-
faced.
"No-c-o-o," Paterno said.
"I could go back further than
that, but then you're talking about
losses," Bowden said. "1990was the
first time I beat you,"
They first met in 1962 when
Junior foward Seth Robinson slam dunks the ball with just
6.1 seconds remaining in the game as Boise State beat Sac-
ramento State 70-61 at Taco Bell Arena Sunday. Robinson
posted career highs with 17 points and, nine rebounds. Junior
guard Eric Lane led the Broncos with 21 points: The Hornets
shot just 26.5 percent from the field, and made just six field
goals in the second half against the Bronco defense.
confidence."
This was the perfect game for
Robinson's gritty style of play. Lane
calls the 6-foot, 6-inch junior the
"hustle guy" on the team.
"I don't mind diving on the
ground, I don't mind running up
and down, or half court-it doesn't
matter to me as long as we get the
W,"Robinson said.
The shooting percentages were
dismal at best throughout the
game, hindering what could have
been a high scoring game between
two teams that both average just
under 80 points per game. The
Hornets have eclipsed the century
mark twice this season.
For Boise State, Lane said it was
the "pressure defense" that kept the
Broncos at just 39 percent shooting.
The Hornets were even worse at
26.5 percent shooting.
"We knew coming In that
Sacramento State, that's what they
Paterno was a Penn ',State assis-
tant and Bowden was the coach at
Howard College In Bfrm'ingham,
Ala. Bowden admired Penn State's
style and wanted fa visit its coach-
es. But the football budget was so
small at Howard he received just
$55 for expenses. That got him as
far as Lewiston, Pa.
"I thumbed the rest of the way,"
he said. "I think I stayed at a frater-
nity house."
"There were six of us on staff at
Penn State then," Paterno said.
"The others are all gone. We just
buried the last one last week."
Bowden and Paterno are the last
football coaches whose good names
define a university.
Once such 'legends dotted the
countryside. Woody. Bo. Bear.
Dooley. Wilkinson and Switzer.
Devaney and Osborne. Now it's just
Bowden and Paterno, Mr. Florida
State and Mr. Penn State, every-
thing about them outdated except
their upbeat outlook and recent
conference titles. '
"When I go to a convention or a
Nlke gathering, I look out there and
see all these young guys around and
wonder what (my wife and I) are
doing there," Bowden said. "Then I
look at Joe and remember."
"We're the only guys that go to
bed at 8 o'clock," Paterno said.
"Ain't that the truth,"
Bowden said.
want,' Robinson said. "They want
teams to get out of whack and run
all around. That'swhauheywant to
do. They want teams to play faster
than they can actually play. But,
they haven't played a team like us."
Robinson also reiterated the
point that Boise State doesn't "play
teams to wear them out in the first
half, we play them to wear them out
in the second half."
The 61 points were the second-
lowest point total for Sac State this
season.
"The tempo was for once in our
favor and we were able to build off
that. So, I think that was a big part
of it," Lane said.
Virtually mirroring the rest of
the season, Boise State had six
players score at least seven points.
Only Lane and Robinson scored in
double figures, but Matt Bauscher
scored seven despite shooting just
2-of-9 from the field. KennyWIl.on
(7points) and senior Kareem Lloyd
(7 points) also contributed. This
was Lloyd's first home game this
season after sitting out the early
part of the year with a broken big
toe. He showed some flair with two
big two-handed dunks in the first
half.
"That's the beauty of a team.
When someone is off, the beauty
of it is that some other teammate
can have your back, and that's what
happened," Lane said.
With the victory, the Broncos
continue the up-and-down streak
of winning one game, then losing
one.
Last Wednesday, TylerTiedeman
missed a 3-point shot at the buzzer
that would have sent the game into
overtime and the Broncos dropped
an 80-77 decision to BYU at the
Marriott Center.
Tiedeman pump faked a defend-
er after receiving the cross-court
pass from Karl but the shot came up
What did the old coach, Woody
Allen, say about life? That 90 per-
centef ltwas showing up?
Somehow these two have kept
showing up, season after season,
era after era, to have undefeated
teams,' win nati~nal champion-
ships, become football icons, grow
out of fashion of late, thankfully
grow back in fashion - Paterno more
than Bowden so far - and win a re-
cord 359 games in Bowden's case
and on-the-heels 353 in Paterno's.
"I never talk to him about that re-
cord," Paterno said. "What's the dif-
ference? I could care less. I couldn't
care if Bob got450 wins. I like Bob.
I like what he's done. Mywife likes
his wife. Come on, what's it mat-
ter?"
"It's something we don't talk
about," Bowden said. "My religlon
and faith won't let it matter to me.
Sure, winning matters in the job.
But some record? You're not going
to take it with you when you go,
are you?" .
They last met in the Blockbuster
Bowl in 1990at Joe Robbie Stadium,
meaning they've outlasted both
that bowl and that stadium name.
Their step Is slower now.
Their faces looser.
But spend an hour with them,
and you see why there aren't
,any better coaches in college
football. .
There aren't any better men.
.short;
BoiseState rallied from a 12-point
second half deficit to tie the game
75-75 on a 3-pointer by Tiedeman
with 2:13to play.
With the game tied, Boise State
pressured an Inbounds play on
the BYU baseline. Three Broncos
scrambled for the loose ball leaving
Fernando Malarnan alone under
the basket. Rashaun Broadus beat
the Broncos to the loose ball and
found Malaman under the basket
for the easy hoop and a 77-75 lead
with 1:12to play.
Robinson led the Broncos scoring
a career-high 15points, while grab-
bing five rebounds in just 22 min-
utes. Karl added 14 points, while
Tez Banks and Bauscher added 13
points each.
The Broncos (4-3)will look to put
togethertheirfirstwinningstreakof
the season Sunday at home against
Utah ValleyState at 2 p.m.
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A nutritious source af lasting energy. We blend
matcha green tea with passionfruit-mango
juice, soyrnllk, peaches and mangos:"
~i eye-opener1iWt #
.Get started and keep going with a~ar. (Ah-sah-yee.)
The juice of this Brazilian berry, infused with
guarana, adds antioxidants and omega fatty acids
into strawberries, bananas and soymilk.
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FR *One year subscription for anyone
who submits an article of 200 words or more!
Have you ever written something that you were particularly proud of?
Want to share with others as well as have the opportunity of publishers
and editors to view your work? Or do you like to read articles and stories?
Visit www.everybodywrites.comto see the up and coming place where
readers, writers and publishers get together!
Each'week, through December 31, 2005, Everybody Writes will be
selecting the best article submitted for a cash prize.
EVERYBODY
IIJrriJM.C~~"'"...
~ , 4 ,Check II BuIll
• Offer valid through December 31, 2005. Certain restrictions may apply. .
Where people who love to write get together with -
. i peoplewho love to read! , , .
.11 THE ~RBITER
·SAY IT SELL IT
** #1 Spring Break Web-
site! Low prices guaran-
teed.Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Book II people,
get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6 +. www.
SprlngBreak
Dlscounts.com or www.
LelsureTours.com or
800-838-8202
African-American Egg
Donor Needed. Earn
$4000+. Northwest Egg
Donation is seeking an
African-American Egg
Donor between the ages
of 21-29. Donor must be
in good health, college
educated, non-smoker,
reliable' and responsible.
Northwest Egg Donation
welcomes all ethnicities.
For more information
view our website: www.
northwesteggdonation.
com or call Tiffany at
(208) 695-6644
PersianfMiddle East-
ern Egg Donor Needed.
Earn $4000+. Northwest
Egg Donation is seeking
a Persian/Middle Eastern
Egg Donor between the
ages of21-29. Donor must
be in good health, college
educated, non-smoker,
reliable and responsible.
Northwest Egg Donation
welcomes all ethnicities.
For. more information
view our website: www.
northwest eggdonation.
com or call Tiffany at
695-6644
School Health insur-
ance too expensive!! Visit
www.ldaholnsuranceSer-
vices.com Blue Cross
Blue Shield plans or call
Jeff Anderson at 208-523-
3340.
"K2 176 BOARD wi
bindings. Good condition.
Great for powder. $1201
obo. Call Tyrell. 429-
8335"
1997 Honda Civic 135K
miles. Good Condition.
$6000/0bo. Call Mark
412-2939
2.1GHz Computer,
512MB, 80GB HD, AT!
9600SE VC, CDIDVD-
ROM, call 880-8594.
2000 Mustang 49k mi,
5spd, silver, tint, all pwr,
sunroof, alrm, chrome
wheels, Veryclean $76001
obo. 724-1158
2003 GMC Envoy custom
grill'& euro-lights. Worth
$250 ea. will sacrifice for
$125 ea. Call Josh 403-
2418 .:
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$499. Call 888-1464
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 921-
6643.
How many video ernails
did you get today? Jump
into the 21st century Get
video email - 853-3515
King size pillowtop mat-
tress set, brand new in
bag. Must sell, $199. Can
Deliver. 921-6643 ..
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $139.
Can deliver. 921-6643
Queen Tempurpedic
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Retail $1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688
Student Discounts! Buy-
ing and selling furniture
@ 608 N Orchard II - 6
Mon-Sat! Call 631-8851,
250-4467
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RENT IT
1 bdrmll ba' ski cottage
in NEnd. Hrdwd flrs, ale,
garage, Hot tub. Pets neg.
$500/mo. w/srr paid. 61
rna lease avail. Call 503-
522-8637
PrivateUvingAreas& Bath
SharedCommonAmenit\,>s
All Utilities And Basic
Cable Included
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
2 bedroom, I bath house,
I block from BSU, wash-
er/dryer, NC, $695mo. +
deposit call 284-8527.
2bdllba House near BSU.
WID, new Fridge, nice
yard and deck, driveway.
$695+Dep. 426-8702
3 BDRMApt. across from
Sub. Prime BSU lac. All
elec. coin op wid. $5951
mo. plus refs. & dep.
336-3208.
ALL UTILITIES PAID
Including cable and
high speed DSL.
Private bdrm Suite
w/shared Common area
& onsite laundry.
From only $325
Call 336-8787
www.hammackmgt.com
Cozy 3 Bedroom 2 1/2
blocks to BSU! Fireplace,
deck, garage, fenced
yard, AC, washer/dryer
hookup, Great for fam-
ily or a 3-roommate split
$895/mo.+ Call Kathy @
322-8886
ing with yard .(pets ae-
gotiable). WID and NC
included. Starting at $475
with a 12 mas lease ($225
dep). Call 208-850-1314
for more info or a show-
ing.
Housemate wanted to
share 2200 sf house in SE
Boise near BSU & Grn-
belt. 2lbdrms avail. $500
+ ?/util. 841-8034
MIF Roommate needed.
Master bedlbath, Pool,
hottub, close to BSU.
$375 + Dep. Avail. 12/30
Call 272-0832
Male Roomate Wanted
Village Apartments
$287.50 + util NC, Wi-fi,
New carpet Call Shad @
208-220-3426
Great Location- 1BR/IBA
Duplex on the comer of
Leadville and Howe. New
paint, carpet, vinyl, and
fixtures! Offstreet par-
Room for rent in cozy
house. Responsible F,
large room/private bath.
12 min. drive to BSU.
$350/mo.867-1850
Roommate Needed to
share 3bdll.5ba House
asap. $350/mo. f/p, elc,
frwy/dwntwn access. Call
Jess 353-3621
Roommate wanted to live
in 3bdl2ba house in SE
Boise, 10 min from cam-
pus. $300/mo. 859-3961
·WORK IT
ARE YOU THE CAR.
ING PERSON WE ARE
LOOKING FOR? We are:
Advanced Home Health
Care - a non-medical
agency. We are looking
for flexible companions,
NA, CNA's, for our cli-
ents. Are you that person?
If you are interested in
this type of work, come
see us, at 1102 N Cole or
call 321-7896
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - Don't lose your
nerve, the hectic pace won't go
011 forever. Although, as one area
of your life slows, another will
speed up.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - You're surrounded
by love. Let that be your source
of motivation. Don't run away
from a difficult chore, you'd hate
yourself in the morning.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 - After you've finished
paying the bills, allow yourself a
treat. Home's the most romantic
place, so have dinner delivered.
Veggie piZza, anyone?.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - Things will settle
down later in the day. That'll be
best, or tomorrow, for taking care
of financial matters.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - Finish up the chores
as soon as possible; Somebody
wants to talk to you about
something important.
THEY ACCUSED ME
OF STEALING FOUR
COMPUTERS.
roday's Birthday (12-11-05)
True love involves lots ofwork to
make it nourish and grow. Tend
to your loved ones this year and
gain more than you expected.
To get the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest day,
o the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is an 8 - You're apt to be
rebellious, and that could be
exp·ensive. Think about financial
consequences before you act.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 - Yourworries will
ease just as soon as you have
finished a tough job. Avoiding it
any longer isn't a good idea.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 7 - It's fun to be
impetuous, but it can also be
_ expensive. Keep your. common
sense operative while you're
shoppiIig, especially for gifts.
comics·
IGot Something to Say? I
horoscopes
Sagittarius (Noy. 22-Dec. 21)
Todayls an 8- yiJu either have
just realized youneed to make
more ni'oney, otfuat's about to
dawn on you. Prepare to work
hard tomorrow. .
'~'~'
Capricorn (Dec. 22~l,",19)
Today is a 6 - There's~!¥lfusion,
possible breakage, an'A:l\temper
tantrum alert. A personwho's
making your life difficult needs a
little more space.
Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 6 -You're learning
quickly, and that's a good thing.
There's not a moment to lose. Be
careful, though. Don't break a
leg. That's an option you can do
WithOUt.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 6 - It's not how much
you make that counts, it's how
much you get to keep. Go over the
numbers again ahdfind a way to
increase your profits.
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Career Center.,
BroncoJobs
On- and
off-campus jobs
and internships
for current and
graduating
students
Check out
BroncoJobs
+I'''ij'iii''ii&WHiil''
http://career.boisestate.edu
BYLINDA C. BLACK
Tribune Media Services
Casino Party Dealers.
Age 21+ • must be fun,
friendly and outgoing! 4-8
Ius/week, weekend nights.
Must know at least one
casino game very well.
208 338-5555 or email
constance@teamcasino.
net
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Interested in making:_toaW
a Month Extra?
Students Earn
$$$$
while on
Winter Break
Cal}:
208.573.5982
Hiring dishwasher for
downtown restaurant.
Experience a +. Please
bring resume to:
Mosaic, 500 W.Main st.
Boise, 83702
orEN CALL I~~~~P
booking agency is ca$littg
, .'·0j\'.'
print & PromotiolUl1;.nQC1-:
-. .t. 'oj ,
els for placement With '
Oil of Olay, Kodak,Vtah
Brides, Outdoor Retai~ers,
NordicTrack.. We .need
female and male,age~14
to 45, our rates are S30toir• Marketing Specialist • Professional Chef
$250 per hour. Call today • Public Relations Asst. . • Landscape Designer
• Electronics Tech • Accounting Asst. .
for an appointment.' 2pS- • Diesel Mech. Tech. • Office Assistant
424-0799. Wilhelmina • Robotics Tecl:t • Broadcast Tech
Urban • Legal Admin. ASst • And Many Morel
www.urbantalent.com Manyof our studentsget jobs before they even
. . graduate!
c '{>1' . .• ..... .'. t zo"
'Ref,fa fri~nd to Bols.eState'stw6,ye~rCollege.
n;'e LarrySellandCollegeoffersover 30 d,ifferent
. Careertraining programsat the Boiseand
CanyonCountyCampuslocati.ons.
, Students can become: ..
Holiday Help SmallClassesmost limited to 20 studentsor less.Outstanding Facultywlth proven Industry
experience.$17.25 Base-Appt
.Ni!;.,
• No Cold Caning
• 1-6Week Work Program
• An Majors May Apply
• Flexible Schedules
• Conditions Exist
• An Ages 18 +
• Securea SummerPosition
Advisorsavailableto meet with prospective
students.GED alsoavailable.
CallToday! 2 0 8 • 4 2 6 • 1 4 3 1
Larry Selland College
Real World Tralnlngl • Learn by Dolngl
Earna certificateor associatedegree in 4·24
months! .
FreeTutoring,most credits count towards a
bachelorsdegree.
All agesand abilities welcome regardlessof
previouseducational experience.
Boise
208.343.5092
Organized, self starter to
join local team affiliated
w/cutting edge tech firm.
Earn while you learn,
commlbonus 853-3515
2 BR APTS. $450 • $680
SUITE STYLE f\PTS. $335*
• SpringSemesterpmt
Work for a non-profit
across the street from
BSU. Phone workers prr
or FIT eve/vveekends re-
quired. Call 343-1377
FREE HIGH ~PEED INTERNET! .
Call for options and a tour. '
housing.boisestate.edu . 447-1001
. .
SHOP FOR FURN1TURE ONLINE
www.boisefLirnitLireonline~com
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Has dinner'·
5 Elevator man?
9 Treble sign
14 Vicinity ; . ,i
15 Mischievous god ..
16 StandarcJ'pberh:'
17 Go-betweens ,"
19 Eagle's nest
20 Callas and'
Shriver
21 Pushy'
newcomer···
23 Pumps arid
loafers
24 Church areas
26 Tex-Mex.item
28 Virgil's hero
33 Hikers'stops
38 Stopped
slouching
39 Too
40 Mark sale items
42 Nothing in
Nogales
43 Beef entree
45 Foxglove
47 Small sofa
49 Original Stoic
50 Hits the
keyboard
52 Piano control
57 Cuts to ribbons
61 Spanish lady
62 Soup spoon
63 Positive
statement
66 Choice of
. conjunctions
67 Carrie in "Star
. Wars"
68 Otherwise
69 Abrupt ./
Inhalations
70' Antioch .
. College's first
president. .
71 Distiller grains'
DOWN ....,
1 Actress Emma
2 Bathsheba's
husband'
.3:.....:.... of.Aragon "
.~4.Beatlel,i SEl.l<Y·
.lady.. '..
......;:/5 ,~()rl'lda,callli",'
~f~~,~~lif~~jj:J:~:
10 11 12 13
62
66
69
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"For ALL BoIse state University Studlll1tsl""
Meet wl!b representellvesfrcm: H;;hh-Ci;r;Faclr.au
Local lNalanai Bu$IJI8SHI, Govemllllllt AgIIICIeI
Leam about emplopri,"lntemsblps, Student
Emplo~and care. Employment.
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Women's ski
team blazes
new trail
BY" DUSTIN LAPRAY . Assistant Sports Editor
The Boise State women's ski team,
that's right BSUhas a women's ski team,
opens its season Jan. 7-8 at the Utah
Collegiate Nordic Invitational, then
heads to the Montana State Collegiate
Jan. 14-15.
The Utah invite is held in Soldier
Hollow, Utah (the same site of the 2002
Winter Olympic Nordic competition).
The invitational is held in conjunction
with the U.S.Nationals.
"Not only is it the first race of the year,
but it's one of the hardest courses in the
country," BSU senior Taylee Foulger
said.
Foulger and teammate April Sanders
both compete in the Nordic (cross-
country) competition. The Nordic event
at Soldier Hollow is a 5 K race, but the
Broncos will compete in races up to 15K
later in the season.
"I'm nervous for the pain," Sanders
said. "From the start to finish is a mental
battle, a physical battle, getting up those
hills, fiyng down the. hills and having
enough energy to get up the next one.
And our technique, that suffers when
you are tired."
The team competes in five meets
this season, two before school starts
and three after. The meets are to be
held in Montana, Colorado, Utah and
California. The two-day events include a
pair of races, either on Friday-Saturday
or Monday-Sunday.The Broncos
currently are in training at Bogus
Basin Ski Resort, where they have
been working since Nov. 4.
Last season the Broncos prac-
ticed mostly at Tamerack Resort,
in McCall, due to a lack of snow at
Bogus Basin, but this winter the
early storms offered enough
snow so that Bogus was fit
for practice.
BSU Nordic coach Aniya Deitz said
that the girls have been In training all
year, practicing on the Boise Greenbelt
and other "top secret locations" on short,
aluminum roller skis.
Sanders and Foulger are joined on
the BSUwomen's ski team by freshman
Jacqueline Martaln, who competes in
the Alpine events (Slalom and Giant
Slalom). The three are the only players
on the BSUtcam
"We're looking to grow big time" Deitz
said. "The next couple of years will be re-
"allyprogressive." "
The BSU ski team doesn't get much
notice around campus. Many students
don't even know there is a team here. The
program is only in Its second year as part
of the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate
Conference.
"People on campus are like, 'What?
You ski?' No one really knows about it,"
Sanders said. "That's kind of frustrating
because we put in all the training and
the practice, and nobody really knows
about us."
The team 'will spend the holidays in
Utah. All three athletes and coach Deitz
are Utah natives.
"We're going to be skiing the entire
time," Deitz said.
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l(t ~ ',;)"'-.;/;'>". take it all too seriously, You don't need to hire a coach to.. . \:. ,\. \: ,,' ,. , learn how to become pro, just watch and learn and ask your
BY AMBER FUGER served for (ema1es;Jooklng t6'stired and s~9w friends or other riders how they do it," Christy said. It just so
. AssistantCulture Editor off their skills, just ll~e th,,~;fnen.).;..:~ ,.d;:;·,'.§' happe.nsthat Christy's favorit~ place to ride is Jackson Hole,
. " \.J.ust:Z~Rurs;::tromB01S.~if''N.9.~f,e'~hpWL~i~m~_.tO:'~i?Wyo. Just hoursaway ~rom BOise.
RiPPingand roaring through fresh powder,al~ayS,1~reu':.!s:GranJ:L:r~rgliee:~!S~~9rt 'hQlds Oakldes has been said to be "hands down the best femalebusting indie-grabs and rodeos off 30-foot-~n'!.l,\l,tIP1tPlll1iS~'aesig~~d\~9IelyfOf"(Womert.From snowboarder in the world." Dakldes, like fellow pro femalejumps, and competing with the best of the tele·sklrigq~t alpine.~king\t9snoWboardlng, fe- riders, has had to cross the gender barrier in the sport. She
best. One might think that this describes the most males can pa~~e.'mtcllnlcs\~~slqped to enhance has taken the snowboard world by storm with her ability to
recent competition or scene at a ski resort, which performance, skllfl~l(el, andpaSsl()r for their cho- "rise above most men in the realm of freestyle," according
IS absolutely right, except - what gender pops into sen sport..7:-: ve ..:' 2;i.;~,)0:(;, Li:'~...!:.u .. . to blockattahoe.com.
the mind when describing big air and sick. tricks? On Feb. 24"'Fe~;\?S:thelnfamo~~,:'~~lck's Rule As females strap In and get ready to glide down mountains
Most likely it's a man. Well ladles, tune in because Snowboard <:ilmi''' \1/111 be held.'P-ccprdfng.to Grand upon mountains of prime powder, groomed runs, or some
.pro-female snowboarders are on the rise and they Targhee'sWe~$l~e,"This camp Is for ~omen only," wild backcountry, they will represent to the fullest extent.
are representing. so guys, evendf\You think chlck's"'rule;~:takeyour Women all over are tuned in and ready to ride.
In the third annual TransWorld Snowboarding board's elsewhere. "In this friendly learning envi-
Business/National Ski Areas Association survey ronment we stress camaraderie over competition
released in 1998, female snowboarders were said and YOU'llqutcklv Improve your riding ina nurtur-
to comprise 38.4 percent of snowboarders shred- Ing group setting. Our team of professional coach-
ding down the hili. This same study claims that es will cover a multitude of topics from basic carv-
the greatest effected areas by this grOWingfemale' ing to switch riding and.much more."
trend will be resorts in the Rockies and Pacific Clinics like Grand Targhee's heighten the female
West. According to a TransWorld Industry news snowboarderto a different level, one where com-
article by John Stouffer, over the last 13 years petitions and'j:bursarequlckly revamping catego-
snowboarding has grown a total of 269 percent. ries to include'.an~slngle()ut the female facet of
"In 2003 the total numperof rider~grew from 7.69 the progressing'.\Vqrld~f.snowboarding.
million to 7.82 million ih,theUnlt~p.States." Female.riders\I!~~.:~arret Christy, Tara Dakides,
According to a report fr~lT1t~~N,ew York Times, Jessica D,alpjaz,~~naMeyen and others are paving
. 1.8 million are women and"~l1t~e12004,National the way f~r? ·:Io~k.l.rgto make their mark or
Skier/Boarder Oplnion,SU~eYi40i0perc~n~,of rid- just earn S"Oecton the hill. In an interview
ers were female, as st~ted'On4r.!Y~~raY~,~om. poS~edi;(#~gt1~,~q!"I#lCIi;:lstyoffered some advice
In past major competitions a.n ':.~~r..s.;;;wotJ)e..n.r.:?~Q:y~V,n·g.,.;;.ladJ~'~16~1~.9.to break the sexual di.vide .
have been allotted a few ca~eg()ri :;. . t'\~f~;;)ana·d~Iy,e.' :of female professional snow-
are competitions, tours, film.:it4i~i' ~er2boardi' . J'i~and keep riding. Don't
it(,tl~,;::;~ >,'\.,:;,'u;
SKI ·HA US 2400 BOGUS BASIN RO
(208) 342-6808
Grand Targhee's .
"Chicks Rule Snowboard
Camp" offers female
boarders an opportunity
tosnhance their skills.
www.greenwoodsskihaus.com
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Hour's teAN to 6PM seven days a l.ueel< un!:;i1 Bogus opens
Bogus Snow hour's ?:30AM til the mountain closes each day
2445.BOOUS BASIN ROAD * 208.429.8855(Iorr or..- In Mll.I.]
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Tamarack·Resort*Idaho's first all-year resort expandsterrain,lodging facilities
8Y SARA BAHNSON
NewsEditor
visited with _his wife into offer.
August. During their week Tamarack and
at Tamarack, the Bushs rode Brundage Mountain
Tamarack, the newest addition to Idaho's through 'the resort on a 16- Resort will host the
ski and snowboard resorts, has expanded mile mountain biking route, Payette River Valley,
its terrain this winter to include ten new toured Lake Cascade and Snowboard Series,
runs, two new quad lifts, as well as new fished off a pontoon boat. a United States of
lodging facilities. The resorr is located In "We got so much media America Snowboard
Donnelly, Idaho and is two hours north of coverage," Flynn, said. "The Association sane-
Boise. Tamarack name is really out lioned competition
Tamarack skiers and snowboarders now there and I think it [Bush's this winter.
have access to14 trails and 250 acres on the visit] highlighted Tamarack The event will in-
top half of the mountain. as an all-season resort." elude three Slopestyle
The number of named runs have also in- Tamarack has also seen and SuperPipe events
creased from 25 to 35 and the off-trail ter- success this year with the at Tamarack. Point
rain will double, according to www.tama- sale of their new Village leaders of the compe-
rackidaho.com, Plaza condos. The condos titions will qualify for
Jessica Flynn of the Tamarack Resort were introduced to the pub- the USASA National
Public Helations Team said - Tamarack lie on Oct. 22 this year and all 129 dwell- Championship at "Northstar-at-Tahoe" in
will become a two-pod mountain, which ings were sold within the day. Truckee, Calif. The Payette River Valley
means skiers and snowboarders will have "Pour of our five real estate resales Snowboard Series begins at Brundage on
two different types of terrain to experl- have been sold out," Flynn said. "We still Dec. 17.The events at Tamarack begin Jan.
ence, She said 140acres arc now available have real estate available and we do two 14.
on the north side of the mountain. resales a year." "It's a big deal for people to be able
"There's more snow, more trees and Flynn said the Village Plaza should be to qualify for nationals at Tamarack,"
more of an opportunity for off-terrain ski- open with all of the amenities in 2008. Flynn said.
ing and snowboarding," Flynn said. New lodging should be open at the be- Tamarack will also be hosting the Winter
Flynn said this.new terrain should be ginning of2006, Flynn said. The Members Games of Idaho during the second week
open by Christmas. Lodge and Spa will be the first hotel at of February. The games will include a
More snowmaking capabilities will al- Tamarack Resort, and will include a spa, SupetPipe freestyle competition and a "Big
low Tamarack. to say open at least until Morel's restaurant and a Nordic shop. Air" competition.
Mother's Day. as well as provide for more The resort is the first-all season resort The competitions ,will be broken down
Nordic skiing on the 30K trail system, to be built in the U.S. in over 23 years. by age, gender at1dSkier or snowboarder.
Flynn said. Tamarack provides for a number of ac- 'Registration for the event endsFeb. 8. The
Tamarackliesort's second season started tivltles including skiing. hiking, moun- '-WinterGames }vl\l!:llsci include a "Nordic
Nov. 23 with hundreds of skiers and snow- " tain biking, and golfing. The resort also Ha~e~COmpelitlO~::j\ '
boarders hitting the slopes. emphasizes its close proximity to Lake TamatacJ-'s lifts aieopeI1.9,a,ml;lb ~P,II1,
The resort received national allen- Cascade and the swimming, boating. daily; More information is"available at
lion when President George W. Bush fishing, sailing and sea kayaking it has \vwW;tainaracludq~~
r::-,~~-'::----~;_'.".~~:<-'~.:.':-: ·.:,':~.L~_':-'_:·· ; ':\~"
Above: Fresh tracks and prime powder.
Left: Snowboarders on Tamarack's opening day.
Below: Skier tearing it up in terrain park.
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